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THE RESERVE ADVOCATE
VOLUME in.

RESERVE, CATRON COUNTY, NEW MEXICO. SATURDAY

MAY 5, 1923

NUMBER 3

Local News

DATIL
SPUR LAKE
QUEMADO
Miss Dorothy
Bruce entertained
the Girls Club last week. Refresh
The spring winds have visited us ments were served late in the after
The road work between Luna and
Jim Davis of the Garcia ranch was
Geo. Armstrong and wife were in
noon and a delightful time was enjoy
every day for the past jweek.
in Datil on business Friday last. Mr. Alpine has started.
town Wednesday.
Several Spur
ed by all.
Davis says a few sheep have eaten Lake men are depending on that for
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Jones, Ellis
their
the
are
but
summer
weeds
coming
employment so they can
J. A. Graham was a visitor at Jno. plnguay
Wiltbank and Alta Udall, all of Eagar
be close to home and look after their
rapidly so feed is certain.
Mr. and Mrs. F. W. BuBter have Jones ranch Friday.
Visited us last Sunday. Elder Wilt
crops once in a while.
bank and Jones were missionaries and returned to Reserve where they will
Dorris Simpson went to get Benton
Mrs. Henry Coleman was a Quema
reside, as Mr. Buster has taken over
the ladies accompanied them.
Sathlsite Saturday In order to gather
do visitor Friday and Saturday.
Perry Hedrick made a trip to Gallup
the Reserve Garage.
what cattle are on the lower plains this week after merchandise
for the
Miss Hazle Reynolds
came over
store.
Vernon Davis began working at Jno. and throw them back into the moun
from Springerville and spent the week
Mrs. C. L. Henley and Mrs. A. G. Jones
tains.
rinch
Wednesday.
end with home folk.
Hill entertained with
a moonlight
We had a nice little storm to visit
picnic last Sunday evening, at Mrs
Mrs. Sue Wyche was driven to Mag
Frank Brown and wife were in town
us Friday night. Of course it was
All the school children were de Henley's ranch.
dalena
Bob
Seitz
last
by
Thursday
'
Friday afternoon on their way to visit
very welcome.
lighted with the movie laBt Saturday
Mrs. Brown's mother, Mrs. Ed. Irvin, and returned Friday. Mrs. Wyche
called upon her friends at Datil and
Mrs. Pearl Grady left for her home at Sweazeavllle.
night. It was a treat they seldom
Mr. Wilcox of near the H-have. A traveling man came along In Texico N. M. last Monday. Mrs,
ranch
made her daughter Miss Bessie a visit
in Arizona was a Spur Lake visitor
on hiB way to Reserve but on account Grady has been a teacher in the Re
while In Magdalena.
Mrs. S. M. Hunter and sister-in-laweek.
last
of the bad roads had to stay over serve School for the past term.
Mrs. Will Hunter have returned to
Mr. and Mrs.
Winchester Cooley
night here. He gave his show and
their ranches after spending several
Sam Beard Jr. went to Magdalena
returned by way of Springerville.
with Judge and Mrs. Howe and Mr.
Abb Alexander, Sheriff of Catron weeks with S. M, Hunter of this place.
Potter, all of El Paso drove up to Datil last week.
and
to
wife
a
made
Que
trip
Byron J. Adair and Cay Brown took County
Mrs. Alton Barton is visiting her Friday and remained over for a visit
J. H, West and son Orvall accomthe teachers as far as Magda(lena. mado last week.
with Mr. Morley
and were Lodge
mother in Texas for several months,
They were gone three days, attended
guests. Mr. Cooley was up on bank panied by Chas. Hedrick and Chas
Mrs. Bela Birmingham,
has
who
a big dance and supper at the N. H
Mrs. Ben Whitley has moved in the matter and Mrs. Cooley took this op Boswellent to Reserve the 18th to
ranch and had a lolly crowd both been in Reserve for the past week two rooms vacated by Mrs. I. N. and portunity to make her first visit to make final proof.
Miss Deatron has gone back to her ranch on the Tu Mrs. T. M. Curtis.
Datil. They enjoyed the trip but were
going and coming.
Mr. and Mrs. R. G. Binion with two
Mrs. Birmingham
Campbell accompanied them from Re larosa.
brought
caught in a nasty wind between Mag little
"
her small daughter down for medical
serve.
daughters, Sallie and Opal acChilcott was a Quemado visi dalena and Datil.
Harry
their eldest daughter,
treatment, and we are very glad to tor Friday.
companied
Edgar Burk has moved his family report her condition as greatly im
Mrs. Mary Thomas is leaving the Bessie to Springerville Thursday of
to their ranch at the lower end of proved.
week.
She will stay there until
Mr. and Mrs, C. S. Brannln were Lodge on May first. She will be very last
town.
the high school closes at Eagar,
greatly missed as Mrs. Thomas has Arizona.
visiting in Quemado Tuesday.
Mrs. August Kiehne left last week
demonstrated wonderful ability in her
Harry Reynolds returned home for an extended visit in the East. She
Mrs,
Grover Rayborn and Alton Barton management of the Lodge.
Mrs. J. A. Bruce made a trip to the
Wednesday. He left his wife and little will visit her daughter, Mrs. Guy have moved back to Quemado from Moore of Greens Gap will take her
girl at Eagar. The little one Is impro Given in Pennsylvania, and later on, Magdalena to finish living the requlr place. John Thomas drove over for Buck Horn road camp. She was ac..
companied home by her husband and
ving nicely. ,
her daughter, Mrs. Earl Hambrook in ed time on their homesteads.
his mother, bringing Mrs. Moore.
also her
family, Mr. Good
West Virginia.
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Reynolds were
wife and babies.
W. S. Shahan was In town Wednes
Fred Baldwin has planted quite an win,
called to Eagar yesterday on account
Mr. and Mrs. Pat Birmingham and day and Thursday visiting S. M. Hunorchard and is also putting in berries
Howard Loftin made a
of, the serious illness of their son-i- n
to
daughter, Clarice and Miss Ora ter. He returned to his ranch Thurs and grapes. We will watch with the Springerville last week. He trip
law, Moris Rothllsburger.
says that
keenest interest the development of
Wheeler, were down from the Apache day evening
I. Davis has rented the ranch in
J.
last Tuesday.
the orchard. Mr. Baldwin feels confi
Mrs. Chas. N. and
Byron Adal
E. E. Engle went to Magdalena Fri dent he will get results as Mr. Fred North Spur Lake and has purchased
have gone to St. Johns to attend the
the Crosby
and
Mrs.
place where he
E.
after
Mr.
Foster
E.
Mr. and Mrs. T. C. Allred report the day
Murray was very successful in his now resides. Springs
quarterly conference of the L. D.
who have had their baby under Dr. apple
fine
S8,
a
on
birth
of
growing.
'
baby girl,
church also to take Thomas Adair to
o
April
McCreary's care for several days. We
the doctor.
are glad to report the baby doing nice.
Mr. Bnetenbach
very
Thursday,
The Reserve school is especially iy
kindly agreed to take the mail that
ALMA
Grandpa Adair has had several proud of its standing in the 8th grade
had been accidently
back to
more chills this past week. He seems state
Dr. McCreary passed through here Horse
were
examinations.
There
to
Rome:
Adolf
meet
Springs
to Improve but very little.
.(
seven who took the first examination Friday morning on his way to Sprin
who took it on to Reserve.
Mrs.
Born at the W. S. ranch to Mr. and
and their averages ranged from 83 to erville where he was called to attend a Breltenbach
accompanied her husband Mrs. Johnnie Burns, a boy.
C. B. Pennington and Miss Ruby 91.
man with appendicitis.
on
and
their
home
took
the
way
they
Service were visiting the Rogers Sun
Ranking first was Joseph Chavez
road and landed at Augustine.
day.
,
Sight seers and Dicnlc Dartles cro ud
Fred Hammond came in Thursday wrong
with 91, Voyd Anderson and Dorothy
to.Ceonev Box every Sunday nn wa
Bruce tying with a fractional 88 and from Magdalen! with a truck load of
Grant-anJack
Neil
hnWe
Fltzpatiick
are
Mrs. W. H. Campbell spent the after FranceAJ MacPiinaM v with - Sir Tire' cheeplicrders mt
a god Toad up there now.
livere them' to a
aKhto-Adairnoon "riMi- Saturday. other members of the class were, Gus ranch about twenty tulles west of In Datil now doing the plumbing work
in the Lodge for Mr. Morley. They
She seldom gets in from her ranch,
Steve Spurgeon's house and barn
Allred, Fred Higgins and Dan Jones town.
are Installing a new heating plant and burned with every thing they had
only for mail.
There were two members of the 8th
the kitchen plumbing except the clothes they had on. It
E. E. Engle and H. P. Collier made a.
grade class who went away shortly be
was total loss as they had no InSam Campbell just returned from fore the session closed. They took business trip to Datil Thuursday af and sink.
surance.
Magdalena with a load of supplies for their examinations in other counties ternoon.
B. S. Rogers.
N. G. Livermore and T. P. Garvey
and we understand they too have pas
A hav stack helnmHnir tn Hnrh W.
C L. Elmer passed through Quemado of the Santa Fe Land Office were in
sed, so nine 9th graders sounds well,
almost as though we should have a Wednesday on his way (o Springer Datil Thursday staying over night at Keen at the W. S. ranch burned and
the Lodge. These gentlemen
have 8 tons of hay were destroyed.
ville on a buusiness trip.
high school.
o
been out looking up filings and home
There were several who took the
GLENWOOD
Wilber Wadley was a town visitor steads.
7th grade physiology state examina
tion and their grades were also ex Tuesday.
Felix Spence was over from the
The Young Peoples C. E. have or- cellent, Evelyn Hudson leading with
MANGA8
Pat Higgins 95, Joseph Chavez 95, Severo and Macldonia Lopez left Creek the latter part of the week.
ganized a Junior Class that meets at Chester
Santa Fe, on business.
for
Kiehne
Mabel
94,
Hudson
Saturday
94,
4 o'clock
every Sunday. They are
Fred Baldwin is selling seed corn, o
81,
doing fine and we hope this class will Jesse Jones 85, and Henry Higgins
Fred Rael has just arrived from
corn grown in this district, so anyone
Although handicapped by scarlet
soon include every boy and girl in the
to plant can no doutK get Magdalena bringing two and half tons
a
and
shorten
wishing
fever,
whooping
cough
community.
of merchandise for the local Mangos
ed term, all the' Reserve pupils made
what they need from Mr. Baldwin.
store. He reports the roads in good
Dr. Marquis is expected to be here their grades and are a fine bright
ARIZONA
condition.
SPRINGERVILLE,
the 6th and it is understood that a group of whom we are duly proud.
you are ou:
young minister is coming with him to And we say go on for
Don Celestino Padilla has moved in
MAGDALENA
remain with us through the summer. hope and the "Sun of our winter
The large shoe room at the Becker
from Quemado and means to cultivate
snows.'
d
Mercantile Co. store is being remodel
a
piece of farm land. He
C. B. Hudson of Alma and his two
ed for the new Postofflce. The fixis associated in business with his
DOUBLE
WEDDING
AT
SOCORRO
brother-in-laA TOWN'S FUNERAL
grandchildren, Cecil and Clifford were
tures which have arrived are beautiful
Procopio Leyba of this
Miss Pearl Henderson and Henry town. We wish them success.
overnight visitors with relatives in
and will be placed the coming week.
Miss
Pleasanton Valley last week. Clifford
Lena Gobel and Elder
A town that never has anything to Walter J. Kawalska is postmaster and Welty and
returned to Reserve which Is his do in
were the
J. J. Vallejos and E. P. Baca drove
public way is on the way to the Mrs. Kawalska is postal clerk. They Ramsey in a double high contracting
home, Sunday.
wedding ceremony 'n to Magdalena with two wagons and
cemetery. Any citizen who will do no will be able to give better service in parties
1.
Socorro
at
May
new
as
room
the present location
got back in five days. They brought
his town is helping to dig the
Miss Ruth Thurman, the Glenwood thing for
a load of freight for Jose M. Baca.
the grave. A man that "cusses" the is entirely too small for the growing
school teacher, left for her home in
In
Dismukes
was
town
Fri
Dewey
of
Springerville.
population
town
man
coffin.
The
furnishes
the
Silver City, Saturday. She" wity be who
day and Saturday and attended the
Pedro Gabaldon, stockman
and
is so selfish as to have no time
greatly missed by her many friends from his business to give affairs is
Maurice Rothllsberger Is critically dance Friday night.
farmer of this neighborhood came In
here.
ill at his home in Eagar of complicato the local store last Tuesday and
making the shroud. The man who will
Verne Anderson underwent an oper bought a supply of needs for his lamb
Dr.
not
is driving the hearse. tions arising from appendicitis.
tonsils
The Girls Sewing Club met at the The advertise
ation
adenoids
and
for
at
the
ing camp and executed legal business
man who is always pulling back Walls called Dr. McCreary from Maghome of Clara Jones Saturday, but
Hospital on Tuesday mornbefore our Notary Public.
from any public enterprise throws dalena In consultation on Friday and Magdalena
He
la
fine.
ing.
owing to the small attendance they
mana
in
getting
of
along
the hope
saving the young
on the grave. The man who
could not accomplish much. They ex- bouquets
Mrs. M. R. Baca our Postmistress,
on
an
decided
life
for
was
operation
is so stingy as to be
hard
howling
Mrs. John Tucker, who has been has
pect to meet again next Thursday at
Monday morning. Dr. W. A. Farvls of
certainly kept busy with the Dethe
the
times,
funeral,
preaches
sings
here visiting her sister, Mrs. Wm partment regarding the establishment
the home of Inez Shelton.
lies Socorro was also called to asBlst
doxology. And thus the town
Tucker, has returned to the ranch.
of the mail route. She is well qualiburied from all sorrow and care.
fied for the position which she holds
S. B. Boothe returned from Holbrook
Calvin and Wayne Hickson, sons of Downs (Kans.) News.
National
Forest
Examiner
Anderson
and we all feel that she will be sucSaturday having sold the Blue Bird
Phillip Hickson were lucky Saturday
two
returned
a
from
week's
at
to
Saturday
cessful. Mrs. Baca is the daughter of
Theatre
Arthur Jarvls.
that place
as the water was turned out of the
on
the
Beaverhead
inspection
undecided
M. D. Romero of Reserve.
will
He
Ranger
is
whether
he
yet
largo irrigation ditch, and they got keeps adding to and beautiful his lit.
District.
movie
new
a
here.
and
start
nice
suckers
fish,
about thirty
tle home which is of the bungalow
A STUDY
trout, where they were washed out on style and will soon have one of the
ADVERTISING
Forest Ranger James A. Simmons
Father Derichmont Is up from St.
the land.
coziest homes in the valley.
Johns this week to attend to church was a Socorro visitor Monday.
In the larger business concerns of
Grandma Porter Is still very weak
Mrs. Fryer's mother of Kansas City matters.
A series of pictures depicting "A the country they have learned the
and Is unable to be up.
is visiting her this summer.
of advertising and in each of the
The special services held in the tragedy of .the Forest in three chap- value
concerns there is at least one person
Rain Is very badly needed in this
Presbyterian church the past week ters" is now on display in the Aragon who makes a
Jess Tipton, son of Mr. and Mrs. C. were
special study of this Im
very Interesting and well at- Hotel Lobby, and is most effective as
part now.
E. Tipton and Miss Ethel Tate of Alma
were nine missionaries It shows the danger of leaving a camp portant phase of the business. As a
There
tended.
went to Slllver City Saturday
and and two
result their ads are attractive and are
Navajo Indian Elders present. fire unextinguished.
Mart Hudson visited his sister and were quietly married.
They returned A
continually changing, and people are
and
was
beautiful
bell
very
large
at
Mogollon
Friday.
family
Monday to Glenwood where the boys
Mrs. E. H. Franz and
Ranger Ed. L McPhaul of the closely watching to see what Is going
presented
by
next.
gave them a hearty welcome by an children of Pasadena
California In Jewett Ranger District came to Mag to Abe
Jack Deen went to Tularosa returncharivari.
good line of catchy, attractive ads
memory of her husband ErneBt Franz dalena an official business, Monday.
ing Tuesday, bringing with him his
are
read as closely as a serial story.
wife who has finished her work as
poineer of this place who was kllleo?
Make it a study
W. E. Deem
few
entertained
a
Forest
a
Douglas
gave
automobile
in
Supervisor
accident
a
about
an
In
teacher there. They will engage
night with a chicken year ago. The church was dedicated talk on fire prevention at the Magthe poultry business and gardening friendshisMonday
Advertise Safely
home in honor of Miss Ruth on Sunday morning it being free from dalena Grammar School, Wednesday
at
the coming season. We are glad to fry
who
Gromo
left
for
her home at Lake debt and in a flourishing condition.
afternoon.
welcome them and wish them every
The codfish lays a million eggs
Arthur. Tuesday morning.
success in their new home.
National Forest Examiner Wilson,
While the helpful hen lays one.
The many friends of Mr. and Mrs.
Phillip Hickson left for Siilver City W. L. Robinson will be sorry to hear addressed the pupils of the High But the codfish does not cackle
Dan Higgins is still suffering from
to consult an occullst.
His that she is not doing very well from School of Magdalena, Thursday afterTo tell what she has done.
blood poisoning' In his arm and it Is Tuesday
eyes are In a very serloua condition.
an operation in the St. Mary Hospital noon on fire prevention, and gave And so we scorn the codfish coy,
feared he may lose one of them.
But the helpful hen we prize,
at Gallup. Mr. Robinson has the small some Interesting statistics regarding
Fred Lant is out at the basin look- - pox, and is in a serious condition. He the fire hazard in and about this sec- Which indicates to thoughtful minds
Earl Fryer is planting a good part
of
tion
the country.
is also in Gallup.
It pays to advertise.
of his farm In alfalfa this year. Ho lng after his cattle.
LUNA
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Rimrock
Trail

Sandy.

The eyelids fluttered, the old hands
fell away, the Jaw relaxed, serenity
came to the lined face, and no little
dignity. For the first time ths girl
gave way, lying prone, sobbing out
her grief while the two cowmen loosed
aside. The bay horse began to groan
and writhe.
,
"Got to kill that cavallo," said Sam
in a whisper.
"Walt a minute." The girl had quieted, wus kneeling with clasped hands,
lips moving silently. Prayer, such as
it was, over, she rose, her fists tight
closed, striving to control her quiver-tu- g
chin doing it.
"We got to bury hlra, 'count of them
d n buzzards."
"We'll tend to that," said Sandy.
Ml
l
take the dawg on up
"Ef
to the hawsses . . ."
"No! I helped to bury Jim Clancy,
out in the desert; I'm goln' to help
bury Dud. It's goln' to be lonesome
out here " She twisted her mouth,
setting teeth Into the lower lip sharply as she gazed at the desolate cliffs,
the birds swinging their tireless, expectant circles In the throut of the

IS-

By J.

Allan

Dunn

Author of
"A Man to His Mate"
Etc.
&IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIC
Copyright 1922. by J. Allan Dunn
DADDY1"

"DADDY,

you-al-

Three-Ba- r
SYNOPBIS-- To
lh
ranch, Arizona, owned Jointly by
Peters
"Mormon"
Sandy Bourke,
Sam" Manning.
and "Soda-WatUna collie makes Its way, In the
last stages of exhaustion. Inscription on Its collar says its name la
P. Casey.
o
Grit, "property
Scenting a desert trasedy, Bourke
and Sam mount and let the dog
lead them. The two find a dying
man, Patrick Casey, pinned under
Kneeling
an overturned wagon.
beside the wagon Is his young
daughter Molly, fifteen.

CHAPTER

II

gorge.

Continued.

2

"Yore

dHti?"

lie asked,

kneeling

syllables, repeated over and over, desperately, mere ghosts of words, taxing
cruelly the last breath of the wheezing
lungs beneath the battered ribs, the
final spurt of the spirit.
"Molly mines !'
"I'll look out for that, pardner," said

by

the girl.

She stood "l, slight and
"Yes."
stralEhL with limbs and body Just
"The
womanhood.
Into
mirolnir
hawsses was tuckered out," she Bald,
"or Dad c'ud hove made It. They
didn't have no strength left, 'thout
The d d road Jest
food or water.
lid ont from under. Dad made me
1nmn. I flmrered be was goln' to, but
his bad leg must have caught In the
brake. We slid over like water slides
over a rock. He didn't have a h I
chance." As she spoke them the oaths
were merely emphasis. She talked as
bad her father.
Sandy nodded.
"Got an ax with the outfltf' he
asked. Then turning to Sam as the
girl went round to the back of the
fallen wngon and fumbled about
through the rear opening of the canvas tilt: "Man's alive, Sam. Caught
a flirt of the pulse. Have to pry up
.. .
n1
tne wagon, uit tnat du meu
the tongue."
The girl handed an ax to Sandy
mutely, watching them as Sandy pried
loose the part of the tongue still bolted to the wagon, getting It clear of
the horses.
"Think you can drag out yore dud
by the lalgs when we lift the body
of the wngon?" he asked her. "May
not be able to hold It more'n a few
seconds.
May slip on us, the levers
Is prltty short."
She stooped, taking hold of a wrinkled boot In each hand, back of the
A rear splnshed down on one
heel.
of them and she shook the salt water
from her eyes Impatiently as If she
had faced tragedy before and knew
It must be looked at calmly.
The two men adjusted the bowlders
they had set for fulcrums and shoved
down on the stout pieces of ash, their
muscles bunching, the veins standing
The
on their arms.
out corded
wagon-becreaked, lifted a little.
"Now," grunted Sandy, "snake him
out."
The girl tugged, stepping backward,
her pliant strength equal to the dead
drag of the body. Sandy, straining
down, saw a white beard appear,
stained with blood, an aged, seamed
face, hollow at cheek and temple,
sparst! of hair, the flesh
despite Its tan. Orlt leaped In and
licked the quiet features as Sam and
Sandy eased down the wagon.
d

"See here, miss," said Saudy, while
Sum crawled into the wagon In search
of the dead miner's pick and shovel
that now, instead of uncovering riches.
would dig bis grave, "how old air
you?"
"Fifteen.
My mime's Margaret
Molly for short same as my Ma. She's
been dead twelve years."
"Well, Miss Molly, suppose you-a- ll
come on to the Three Star fo' a spell
with my two pardners an' me? You
do that an' mebbe we can fix things
up and arrange about yore daddy.
We'll come back au' git him an' we'll
muke a place fo' him under our big
cottonwoods below the hlg spring."
Molly Casey gazed at hlra with
such u idden glow of gratitude In
her eyes that Sandy felt embarrassed.
He had been comforting a girl, a boyish girl, and here ; woman looked at
him, with understanding.
"Yo're sure a white man," she said.
"I'll git even with you some time If I
work the bones of my fingers through
Thanks don't
the flesh fo' you.
amount to a d n 'thont souiethln'
back of 'em. I'll come through."
She put out her roughened little
and Sandy took It
hand,
as Snm emerged 3'rora the wagon with
the tools. The bay mare groaned and
gave a shrill cry, horribly human.
Sam drew his gun, putting down pick
and shovel.
Sandy picked up the tools and moved
toward Sam as the bay collapsed to
the merciful bullet. The girl washed
away as best she could the stains of
blood and travel from the dead face
while Sundy sounded with the pick
for soil deep enough for a temporary
grave.
The body would have to lie on the
ledge overnight, nothing but burial
could suve It from marauding coyotes,
though the wagon might have baffled
the buzzards. The two set to work
digging a shallow trench down to bedrock, rolling up loose bowlders for a
cairn. Lizards flirted In and out of
the crevices as the miner was laid
d
In his temporury gruve, the girl
dry-eye-

again.
She had brought a little workbox
from the wagon, of mahogany studded with disks of pearl in brass
Out of this she produced
mountings.
a handkerchief of soft China silk brocade, Its white turned yellow with age.
This she spread over her father's fea-

tures, showing strangely distinct Jn
the falling light.
"I don't want the dirt pressln' on
his face," she said.
From the dead man's clothes Sandy
and Sam had taken the few personal
belongings, from the inner pocket of
the est some papers that Sandy knew
Sam."
"Whisky,
for location claims.
her faThe girl sat
"Want to take some duds erlong
ther's bead In ber lap, one hand to the ranch?" he asked Molly. "We
his forehead while the can
smoothing
bring' In the rest of the stuff
other felt under his vest and shirt, later. Got to shack erlong, It's glttin'
above bis heart
dark. Brought an extry hawss with
"He ain't gone ylt," she announced, us. Can yon ride?"
teeth
old
were
miner's
The
tight
I ain't had ranch chance."
"Some.
clenched, but there were gaps in them
"Don't know how the mare'!! stand
adwhich
the
whisky Sandy
through
yore skirt.v If she won't Plnto'll pack
ministered trickled.
putty-colore- d

cross-legge-

'

"Daddy Daddy !'
It might have been the tender agony
of the cry to which ' atrlck Casey's
dulling brnln responded, rending the
mesHage of his will along the nerves
His
to transmit a final summons.
body twitched, he choked, swallowed,
opened gray eyes, filmy with death,
brightening with Intelligence as he
iw his daughter bending over hliu,
the fuce of Sandy above her shoulder.
The gray eyes Interrogated Sandy's
long and earnestly until the light began to fade out of them and the
wrinkled lids shuttered down.
Another swallow of the ruw spirits
agnln.
they opened fluttcrlngly
Then,
The lips moved soundlessly.
while one hand groped warerlngly
upward to rest upon lilt daughter's
tend Bandy, bending low, caught three
and

yon."

"I'll fix that." She clambered Into
the wagon. Before she came out with
her bundle they piled the cairn, r
of broken
mask
heavy
enough to foil the scratching of the
rlm-roc- k

coyotes.
It looked to Sandy as If the girl had
changed Into a boy. The slender figure, silhouetted against the afterglow, softly pulsing masses of fiery
cloud above the top of the mesn, whs
dressed In Jean overalls, n wlde-rhnme- S
hat hiding length of linlr.
"I reckon I can fool that hawss of
yores now," she said. "I gen'ally dress
thlsaway 'cept when we expect to go
nigh the settlements or a ranch where
we aim to visit."
The gray mare made no bother and
soon they were riding down toward

ADVOCATE, RESERVE,
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the strip of Bad lands. Sandy let the been fo' the dawg, she'd have stayed
collie go afoot for the time.
there, to my notion. Got some sort of
It was close to midnight when they Idee she'd deserted ship ef she hadn't
reached the home ranch, riding past stuck till It was too late fo' ber to
the outbuildings, the bunkhouse of the crawl out of that slit in the mesa.
1
men where a light twinkled, the cook She's fifteen an' she's got sense.
shack, the corrals, up to the main figger we better turn In right now ait'
with the gel rer- There they alighted. Sandy hold a pow-wohouse.
lifted Molly from the saddle and carried morrer."
"Second the motion," snld Sam.
ber up the steps, across the porch,
"Third It," said Mormon.
kicking open the door of the living
room where the embers of a fire
And the Three Musketeers of the
glowed. There was no other light in Range went off to bed.
the big room, but there was sufficient
to show the great form of Mormon,
CHAPTER III
stowed away In a chair, asleep and
snoring.
Molly.
Sam struck a match nnd lit a lamp.
Molly came down next morning In
He struck Mormon mightily between the faded blue
Sandy
gingham.
bis shoulders.
marked 1 w worn It was and marked
"Gawd I" gasped the heavyweight an Item in his mind clothes.
He
partner. "1 been asleep. But there's smiled at her with the sudden showa kittle of hot water, Sandy. Where's ing of his sound white teeth that
the what in time are you totln'? A made many friends. She was much
too young, too frank, too like a boy
gel or a boy?"
"This Is Miss Molly Casey," said to affect him with any of his woman
Sandy gravely, setting down he girl. shyness.
"Miss Casey, this Is Mr. Peters. Mor'Molly hnd a snobby nose, a wide
mon, Miss Molly Is goin' to tie up to mouth, Irish eyes of blue that were
the Three Star for a bit."
far apart and crystal clear, freckles
Mormon, a little sheepish at the sudand a lot of brown hair thnt she wore
denly developing age of the girl as she In a long bruld wound twice about her
shook hands with him, recovered himhead.
She was a combi
self and beamed at her. "Yo're sure nation of curves and angles, of well- welcome," he said. "Boss hired you? rounded neck and arms and legs with
collar-bone- s
t.
Cowgirl or cook?"
nnd hips
Sandy noticed the girl's lip quiver Immature but not awkward.
and he slipped an arm about her
Grit, entering with her, divided his
shoulders. He was not woman-sh- y
attentions among the men, shoving a
with this girl who needed help, and moist nose at last Into
Sandy's palm
who seemed a boy.
and lying down obedient, his tall
"Don't you take no notice of him
thumping amicably.
an' his kiddin'," he said. "We'll make
"Fo' a sheepdawg," said Mormon,
him rustle some grub fo' all of us an' "he sure shapes fine."
'II turn In. I'll show you
then we-a-ll
"He don't
Molly's eyes flashed.
yore room. Up the Btalrs an' the Inst know he's a sheepdawg," she protest
door on the right.
Here's some ed. "He's never even seen one, 'less
matches.
There's a lamp on the bu- It was a mountain sheep, 'way up
reau up there. Give you a call when
'against the skyline. Don't you like
supper's ready."
him?"
He led her to the door and gave her
"I like him fine," Mormon answered
a friendly little shove, guessing that hurriedly. "Fine!"
she wanted to be alone.
"Ef you-al- l
didn't, we cu'd shack
"The kid's lost her father, lost most on somewheres. I cu'd git work down
everything 'cept ber dawg," he said to the settlemlnts, I reckon. I don't
to Mormon. "Thought we might adopt aim to put you out any. Tie been
ber, sort of, then I thought mebbe thinkln' erbout that. 'Less you should
we'd hire her for mascot."
happen to want a woman to run the
"Lost her daddy? An' roe hornin" house.
I don't know much about
In an' tryln' to kid her I
I ain't got housekeepln',
but I cu'd l'arn. It's a
the sense of a drowned gopher, somewoman's Job, chaln' dirt I can
times," said Mormon contritely.
cook
some.
Dad used to say my
"She's game, plumb through, ain't camp-brea- d
an' biscuits was fine.
she, Sam? Stands right up to trouble?" cu'd earn what I eat, I reckon.
An'
"You bet. Mormon, open up a can what Grit u'd eat. We don't aim to
of greengages, will ye? I reckon she's stay unless we pay someway."
got a sweet tooth, same as me."
There was a touch of fire to her
Molly Casey was not through standIndependence, a chip on the (shoulder
coaxed
to
trouble.
her of her pride the three partners rec- They
ing up
to eat and he , managed to make a nenlzeri nnd resnectwl.
Then she
"See"
meal that satisfied them.
here, Molly! Casey" Sandy
got up to go to her room, with Orlt used exactly the same tone and man
In
ner he would have taken with a boy
nuzzling close to her, her fingers
his ruff, twisting nervously at the "that's yore way of lookln' at It. Then
strands of hair.
there's our side. You figger yore dad
"Do yon reckon," she asked the was a
prlfty good miner, I reckonl
three partners, "that Dnd knows he The last two words he sa.VR was
fooled me when he told me to Jump? 'Molly' and 'mines.' I give him my
If I'd known he c'udn't git clear I'd word then and there, like he would
have stuck same as he would If I have to me, to watch out for yore
was caught. Do you reckon he knows Interests. My word Is my pardners'
that now?"
I'm wlllin' to gamble those
word.
"I'd be surprised If he didn't," said claims of hls'll pan out some day.
"You did what he Until
Randy gravely.
'II stay on at
they do, ef you-al- l
wanted, anyway."
,
the Three Star, stop Mormon stompln'
She looked at them gravely and In from the corrnt with dirty boots,
went out.
ride herd on Sam an' me the same
"Hotherln' about pluyin' square In way, mebbe cook us up some of them
"That gel Is biscuits once in a while, why, it'll be
Jurupln'," said Sandy.
square on all twelve eldges."
Then there's yore schoolln'.
fine!
"How'd you come to know so much Yore dad 'ud wish you to have that
Mormon.
asked
about gels?"
I don't suppose you've hnd a heap.
I don't know the first thing An'
"Me?
you snbe, Molly, that you sweat
about 'em," protested Sandy.
mo' often than a gel usually swears."
"No more'n any man," put In Sam.
She opened her eyes wide. "But 1
He's sure had don't cuss when I say 'em. An' 1
"'Cept It's Mormon.
the experience."
ones.
vorst
Dad
use the
don't
"Experience," said Mormon, with a wu'dn't let me. I can read nn' write,
yawn, "may teach a man somethln' snell an' cipher some. But Dad need
No ed me more'n I needed learnln.' "
about mules but not wlmmen.
sir, thnt feller In die po'try who says,
"But you got to liuve It," said Mor'I learned about wlmmen from 'er,' mon
earnestly. "S'pose them claims
was braggln'. Now, this gel of Cad
pan out way rich and you git
what
like
dad
her
'ud wealthy?
sey's 'pears
Beln' a gel, you snbe
call a good prospect, but you can't clothes,
dl'monda, silks, satins an'
tell. Fool's gold is bright enough, but feather fuss. You'll want to learn the
It
to the real stuff
you can't change
planner. You'll want to know what
no matter how you polish It"
to git an' how to wear It."
"Mormon, you warn't calculated tr
"If you did that took my Daddy's
handle wlmmen. This 111 gel Is game
she said, "why, we'd be pardplace,"
as they make 'em, an' I reckon she's ners, same as him an' me was. When
right sweet If she on'y gits a chance. the claims pan out, half of It'll havs
Leastwise, 1 see several signs of pay to be yores. 1 won't stay no other
dirt this afternoou an' evenln' as I
reckon Sandy done the same.
She's
The glances of the three partners
been trallln' her dad all over h I an' exchanged a conclusion, a mtitual apcreation, talkln' like him, swearin' proval.
like him, actln' like him. Never see
"That joes." said Sandy, patting
nothln' different. All shr needs Is a ont his hand. "Fo' all three of us
chance.'"
When the mines are payln' dividends,
"What's the Idee In plckln' on me?" we spilt, half on 'count of the Three
asked Mormon aggrtevedly. "She's as Star, half to you. Prorldln' you fall
welcome as grass In spring. They In line with the eddlcatlon, so's to do
ain't no one got a bigger heart than yore dad yo'se'f an' us, yore pardners,
me fo' kids."
due credit whf.n the money starts
"No one got a bigger heart, mebbe," com In' In. Sabe?"
said Sam caustically.
"Nor none a
smaller brain. All engine an' no gasoline in the tank I"
"He kissed me while I was
"She's an orphan," went on Sandy.
asleep, the d d skunk," flared
"She ain't got a cent that I know
Molly.
of. The claims her old dad mentioned
ain't no good because, In the first
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
pluce, they'd have to be worked If
they was; second place, they're over
All In the Point of View.
to Dynamite an the sharps say DynaIn all things throughout the world
mite's a flivver. All she has In sight the men who look for the crooked will
Is the dawg.
Some dawg! Comes in .
tha crooked, and the men who
from the desert an' takes us out to her look for the straight will see tht
an' Pat Casey him dyln'. Ef It hadn't straight KUBKin.

a Medicine

If You Need

You Should Have the Besl
Have yon ever stopped to reason why
it is that so many products that ire extensively advertised, all at once drop out
The
of sight and are soon forgotten?
reason is plain the article did not fulfill
This
the promises of the manufacturer.
applies more particularly to a medicine.
A medicinal preparation
that has real
curative value almost sells itself, as like
an endless chain system the remedy is
recommended by those who have peso
benefited to those who are in need of it.
A prominent druggist says, "Take for
a
example Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Roo-t,
preparation I have told for many years
and never hesitate to recommend, for in
almost every case it shows excellent remits, as many of my customers testify.
No other kidney remedy has so large a
sale."
According to sworn statements and
verified testimony of thousands who have
used the preparation, the success of Dr.
is due to the fact,
Kilmer's Swamp-Roo- t
so many people claim, that it fulfills almost every wish in overcoming kidney,
liver and bladder ailments, corrects urinary troubles and neutralizes the uric acid
which causes rheumatism.
You may receive a sample bottle of
Swamp-Root
by parcel post. Address Dr.
Kilmer & Co., Binghamton, N. Y., and
enclose ten cents; also mention this paper.
Large and medium size bottles for sale a!
all drug stores. Advertisement.

Parisian Modiste Rewards Help.
Every year one of the famous Parisian dressmakers allows each of his
women employees to choose a dress
and have It made up according to ber
own taste.

Hall's Catarrh Medicine

Those who are In a "run down" condiwill notice that Catarrh bothers
them much mors than when they are In
good health. This fact proves that while
Catarrh la a local disease. It la greatly
Influenced by constitutional conditions.
HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE consists of an Ointment which Quickly
Relieves by local application, and the
Internal Medicine, a Tonic, which assist!
In Improving the Q en era! Health.
Bold by druggists for over 40 Tears.
Co., Toledo, Ohio,
P, Jt Cheney
'
tion

Apparently,
Ethel Stella has reached the age
of discretion.
,
Clnra Heavens!
is sue as oia as
that?
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For Infants and Children

In Use For Over 30 Years
Always bears
the
Signature of

Constipation
Relieved Without The Use
of Lazatrres

Kujol is a lubricant not a
medicine or laxative
so
cannot gripe.
When you are constipated,
not enough of Nature's lubricating liquid is produced
in the bowel to keep the food
waste soft and moving.

Doctors prescribe Nujol because it acta like this natural
lubricant and thus secures reg
ular bowel movements by Nature's own method lubrication.
Try it today.
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New York City alone from kid.
ney trouble last year. Don't allow
yourself to become a victim
by neglecting pains and aches.
Guard against trouble by taking
fat

LATHROP'S
HAARLEM OIL

s

The world's standard remedy for kidney,
liver, bladder and uric acid troubles.
Holland's national remedy since 1696.
All druggists, three sixes. Guaranteed.
Lmmk tor the name Cold Medal on esati
boa and accept no Imitation

Let Cuticura Be
Your Beauty Doctor
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THE RESERVE

TRAINMAN TELLS

THE WORLD IN

OF GOOD FORTUNE
Harris

ADVOCATE, RESERVE, NEW MEXICO

FOREIGN

James l.urkln, the Irish labor agi
tutor, deported from the United States
as an undesirable nllen, arrived re
He wus cheered
cently at Kingstown.
by a crowd on the pier.
The day of the handbook operator
Is over In Canada as u result of the
BRIEF RECORD OF PASSING
act Just passed In the
House
of Commons.
It prohibits
EVENTS IN THIS AND FORnewspaper publication of belting inEIGN COUNTRIES
.
formation or the circulation of such
Information except at the race truck
during the actual race meet.
Switzeralnd hus repaid the United
IN
DISPATCHES States
LATE
during the last year $10,000,000
on account of loans floated there in
1919 and 1920, it has been
officially
DOINGS AND HAPPENINGS THAT announced. The nationnl debt of the
Increased
france
last
90,000,000
country
MARK THE PROGRES8
year and now totuls 2,110,000,000
OF THE AGE
francs.
The Vienna city government reunited
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Declares Tanlac Ended
Standing Stomach
Trouble Gains 15 Lbs.

CITY

HAS

CHANGED

Modern Bagdad Remains
Was In the Day of

LITTLE
Muoh

as It

Harun-al-Rashi-

Many a school child who has read
the "Arabian Nights' Entertainment,"

and can relate the nocturnal adven
tures of
In ancient
Bagdad, never heard of the star worshipers of the present-dakingdom of
Irak, in the traditional land of Eden
Tm got to hand It to Tanlac, for It
and Ararat. And yet these strange
baa made me stronger and healthier
people are Just as picturesque. They
than I have been In many a day," said
turn to the north star to pray, must
be baptized every Sunday, and have
Jasper Harris, 719 W. 13th street
Kansas City, Mo., well known fireman
a sacred book which
they can begin at
la the yards of the St Louis, San
either end and read toward the
Alva
Francisco railway company.
middle.
ai&A stomach
"Before taking Tanlac, I had hit
lift.
Modern Bagdad differs little from
och a tongh grade I hardly had steam
old Bagdad. Here one must become
-bit X
Provide
flic
anvoogh to pall It My appetite was
accustomed to Interminable mud walls
bmmflmil
IWICI"
atoms, I Differed with stomach pains.
more monotonous than any standard
1,198,000,000 crowns by way of amuselorxa.
Beartonrn and palpitation, and was WESTERN
ment taxes levied on dancing enterized rows of houses, narrow and
losing weight I was terribly billow
Antone Hoegley died In a Helena tainments during the recent carnival. mainly deserted thoroughfares, dogs
Helps t cleaiss
and headaches and dizziness made me hospital of spotted fever, resulting The average number of balls held on always underfoot, and only moon and
lectk smmI
tb
wretched. My sleep was restless, my from a tick bite.
each of the forty nights of the carnistarlight to guide the way at night
Oacaa
back felt sore, and I ached all orer
healthy.
val season was eighty-nine- ,
A bandit wearing a white handker
a record
so bad it nearly killed me to fire my chief over his face entered the Cllft, a figure for Vienna.
A Lady of Distinction
San Francisco hotel, and robbed Miss
engine.
To rid I'etrograd of its criminal ele- Is
by the delicate, fascinat
"I can't emphasize too strongly how Margaret McDades, the auditor, and ment, the police are utilizing daily ingrecognized
Influence of the perfume she uses.
Rood Tanlac is, for the treatment has Miss Una Lund, the cashier, of $0,000 their new
The man who does his best for his
prerogative of speedy pun- A bath with Curlcura Soap and hot
in currency and $5,000 In checks be- ishment In certain cases without trial. water to thoroughly cleanse the pores children
pat me in the pink of condition.
usually does his best for his
have gained fifteen pounds now, and longing to the hotel.
the official followed by a dusting with Outlcura country, too.
according to
Recently,
r
feci like a
old. Tanlac Is
Reports received at headquarters of press, seventeen bandits who were Talcum powder usually means a clear,
the best medicine ever put in a bottle." the Loyal Legion of Loggers and Lum- caught in the act of robbery and re- sweet, healthy skin.
Advertisement
Tanlac is for sale by all good drag- bermen at Portland, Ore., indicate that sisted arrest were shot In one butch.
no
Over
substitute.
gists. Accept
from 10 to 50 per cent of the workers
Yes, an Orphan.
Mexico Is spending this year $500,000
JT7 million bottles sold.
Advertisement. In various logging cumps in Oregon on its air service
A new member of a southern legisla
and it proposes to
FOR INDIGESTION
and Washington are preparing to spend next yeur $3,000,000 or more. ture asked one of the older men for
Deadly.
strike at the call of the Industrial The object is to make the air fleet the an Interview so that he might IntroFriend Why do you smoke those Workers of the World,
according to eyes of the army wherever a revolution duce hla niece's boy, for whom he
rlgars? Puffer Oh, Just to kill time, announcement made Saturduy
threatens. It is believed that the in wanted a Job as page. The boy proved
Friend Only time? This one nearly
fellow thirty-fiv- e
The Industrial Workers of the World crease In the air servlco will lurgely to be a
me.
killed
general strike in the Pacific Coast decrease the costs of the army, which years old who probably was unable to
6 Bell-an- s
stutes spread to longshoremen and are still heavy. Scores of Mevicun air get a Job in the little country town
S3) I IUsvr
A.
IVI TTQIWI
transport workers at San Pedro, Calf., plane officers are In training in Mex- where he lived. The new member
Relief
Sure
and It was reported 1,500 men had quit ico City, in the United Stutes und said:
"There's Just three reasons why this
work there. In Oregon it was said the Europe.
ELL-AN-S
strike had not gained new adherents,
Francisco Perez Rivera, uiuuidor of boy ought to have this Job as page.
bat In Washington indications were Mexico City and Barcelona, Spain, was He ain't got no father; and he ain't
AND
75$ PACKAGES EVERYWHERE
5$
that it hud caused additional workers gored badly by a wild bull imported got no mother; and he's a orphan."- W. N. U., DENVER, No7l8-192- 3.
Youth's Companion.
to leave their Jobs.
from Sonora at a bull fight at MexiCaused by TronMes Women Often
The Southern Pacific Company has can. Chagrined by Ills failure to do- begun laying uddltlonul yard tracks In feu t the animal, Rivera, it was said.
)&m Relieved by Lydia L Pink Calexlco,
Calif., Involving the expen attempted to commit suicide In the
nam's Vegetable Compound
dlture of over $100,000. This work wns ring, according to reputed mutudor
ordered lust December, but postponed custom, but wus prevented by
January, when a tax order of the
These diverted the uttacks of
Medina, New York.
"I had a great In
deal of trouble such aa women often Mexican government resulted In cessa the bull from Rivera und rescued him
- tlon of freight hauling In Lower Cull
after he had been Injured.
IlilllllHIIIIIIIIIIIIII inave, and this attected my nerves. fornla. This order wus lifted recently,
The
of Munltoba will be
For over two years I and, according to railway men, more asked topeople
vote not only for the estabsuffered this way, than $1,000,000 worth of Improvements
then I read in the will be resumed by the Southern Pa lishment of government liquor stores
to dispense liquor for beverage pur'Buffalo Times'about clflc
Company.
poses, but also on a petition put forLydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Cora- - Two repentant runaway wives sat ward by the Beer and Wine League
pound and hava In the county Jail at Los Angeles, for the sule of beer and wine with
taken it witn very weeping In the! arms of their husbands meals in hotels. Separate referen-duin- s
good results. I am because, In pluce of being allowed to
will be taken, acording to a devery much better return to their homes, they must serve cision
reached by the Manitoba Legisand feel justified in
In
terms
the
They lature. The referendum submitted by
penitentiary.
&ai8iagragL
praising the Vegeta long
wife
the
nere
Martha Deckman, 22,
ble Compound to my friends and neighthe Moderate League of Manitoba,
If your dream of success seems like a hopeless ambition.
bors who suffer from anything of the who left her husband on a Kansas calling for establishment of governif you are discouraged trying; to set ahead on hicrh nriced
Wm. H. Adkins.Iu Erin farm to "get a kick out of life," and ment
kind.
be
will
voted
on
stores,
land, if your present location fails to eive you opportunity.
liquor
Koad, Medina, N. Y.
Delhpa Ament, who didn't "get along' June 1, while the ber and wine ques
there is a new deal for you, a new chance in the fertile, virgin
with her spouse and so left him in tion will be settled by the
farms of Western Canada, where wheat produces 20 to 40
Feels Like Girl Sixteen
electorate,
bushels to the acre, where the 1922 crop was biggest in history.
Rochester. N. Y. " After mv twin Oregon and came to Los Angeles. probably In September.
where oats, barley and hay and fodder crops are the basis of a great
were sentenced by Superior
My Both
girls were born I was all
dairy industry, and a man's work brings him success and prosperity.
neighbors wougnc i was going to me. Judge Shenk to serve a maximum of GENERAL
1 saw your advertisement m the paper ten
Emerson Hough, author, died in a
years In the penitentiary on grand
and bought Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegeout of
hospitul in Evanston, 111., a few duys
growing
charges
larceny
The
bottle
first
table Compound.
helped
In Western Canada you still can buy vinrin'prairie land at $15 to $20
In which ago.
.'me and I kept on taking it I only series of boulevard holdups
per acre, on long terms if desired, near to town, railroads, etc. land such
More than 10,000 aliens illegally enter
weiehed ninety pounds when I began they were the companions of four
as hat for many yean produced the world'! prize winning wheat, oats, barley, flu, tye.
ma set
the state of Washington from foreign
alfalfa. Canada had no war time" land boom: prices arc not inflated
'taking it, and I nave gained in weight boys.
in on the ground floor.
countries each year, according to Luana ieei nae a giri or. sixteen, x never WASHINGTON
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for
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can say enough
Lydia
United States commis
ther Weedin,
Rent Now Buy Later
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Portugal has ratified all of the sioner of immigration for the Seattle
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as Values Increase
Pay Out of Profits
Dobey,16 Skuse Park, Rochester, N.Y. Washington conference treaties to district
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Monroe's Old Home, Now Junk Shop, Will Be Restored

STORIES
Frnm Hekb and There
I

Fashion Now Adopting the Manly Art
ten and
.-

y
The home of James Monroe, liftli president of Die United States, at 03 Prince street. New York city, is neing
reclaimed from a Junk sliop and will be restored to its former splendor by the Monroe Doctrine Centenary committee, whose rosier Includes Gov. Alfred K. Smith, lluinbridge Colby and numerous governors of other states.

"In addition to trained men In medical administration," Mr. Burke said,
"we have special physicians who are
specialists in the treatment of trachoma and other eye, ear. nose and
throat conditions, who travel over prescribed districts visiting the various
reservations and schools and supply
the necessary special service required
at each Jurisdiction.
Indian patients was established In
"In additlou, the department em1882, but as late as 1900 there were ploys as stationary employees 150 full
only five Indian hospitals In the United time regular physicians, who are staStates. Between 1900 and 1922 the tioned on the various reservations and
number of Indian hospitals was In- at the schools, and who devote their
creased to 78, with a total bed ca- entire time to the medical work, and
pacity of approximately 2,400. During approximately 50 contract physicians,
the last year more than 20,000 Indians who devote a part of their time to the
received treatment at these Institu- Indian medical work."
tions. They are classified as general,
sanatoria and sanatorium schools.
Wolves Eat Russians.
Great packs of wolves,
Clve Educational Course.
London.
50, are ranging
In addition to the medical and hy- some numbering
Simbirsk district of
the
are
also
Institutions
care
these
throughout
gienic
hove eaten more
prepared to give a modified educa- southeast Russia, and
a
tional course to the patient. The In- than twenty persons this winter, says
terior department also operates the Riga correspondent.
only Institution in the United States
12,828 Britons Go by Air.
designed and exclusively operated for
The popularity of flying as
London.
the treatment of nervous and mental
diseases among the Indians. This In- a method of commercial travel may be
stitution Is located at Canton. S. D., judged by the fact that 12.828 passenand has a bed capacity of approxi- gers arrived nnd departed from the
Croydon airdrome during the year 1922.
mately 100.

Wins in Fight
to Save Race
Death Rate Takes Drop
Under Care Given to Health

Indian

by Uncle Sam.
The American Indian
Washington.
a dying race, but on the contrary has a birth rate that exceeds the
death rate, Commissioner of Indian
Affairs Charles H. Burek bus disclosed
in an Informative statement on health
activities of his bureau. The red man,
he said. Is living out the normal expectancy of life.
The Indian population of the Dnited
States Is 340,197. Of this total 225,-00- 0
Is not

are restricted Indians that are
under the direct supervision of the
jureau of Indian affairs of the Interior department.
"The magnitude of the health activities among this number of people,"
Mr. Burke said, "Is difficult of comprehension by one who Is not familiar
with the mode of habitation and racial
characteristics of the Ajnerlcan Indian
Hnd who does not have a clear understanding of the brond expanse of
country over which the various reservations nre scattered.
Establish Medical Facilities.
'The reservations on which the majority of the Indians reside ure located
In every state west of the Mississippi
river with the exception of Arkansas,
Missouri and Texas. In addition there
are agencies In the following states
east of the Mississippi river: Michigan, Mississippi, Florida, North Carolina, New York and Wisconsin. Generally spenking, the reservatlnns nre remotely located ; that Is, they are
usunlly some distance from the railIt Is
roads nnd Industrial centers.
therefore necessary to establish the
medical facilities on the reservations,
that they may be easily accessible to
the Indian.
Commissioner Burke estimated that
approximately 25,000 Indians are afflicted with tuberculosis In some form
nnd stnge, nnd that approximately
SO.000 have trachoma and other diseases of the eye. These two diseases
represent by far the greatest health
problem the bureau Is called upon to
meet. The general death rate among
the Indians has been reduced from
32.24 a thousand in 1013 ro 22.23 a
thousand In 1020. This reduction In
mortality Is regarded as remarkable,
because this period covered the Influenza epidemic of 1918. The first hospital provided for the treatment of

SOLOMON TOLD SHEBA
OF TRIP IN AIRSHIP
lived In the Tenth century B.
Vessel Wherein One Solomon
C, so it Is quite the earliest reference
Could Traverse the Air.
to flying extant, and as such will be
added to our records."

Described

has just been
There
brought to light In an nncient manuscript the statement that Solomon gave
to the Queen of Sheba "a vessel wheretraverse the air (or
in one could
winds) which Solomon had made by
the wisdom thnt God had given unto
London.

him."
"fills statement is quoted by Col.
Lockwood
Marsh, secretary of the
Royal Aeronautical society, In the
opening of his preface to "Blhllotheca
Aeronautlca." The text Is taken from
the ancient Abyssinian MSS. ','The
Glory of the Kings," translated by Sir
E. Wallls Budge, director of Egyptian
In
antiquities at the British museum,
his book, "The Queen of Sheba mid
Her Only Son, Menyelek," published

last year.
"This ancient manuscript bas, of
course, been translated many times,"
Col. Lockwood

Mnrsh

told the West-

minster Gazette, "but the statement
about Solomon's airship apparently escaped notice of the reviewers, nnd It
has been left to a flying enthusiast like
myself to discover and proclaim It.

Many theosophlsts believe that there
were airships a million years ago In
lost Atlantis, but as the book describing these airships was not published
till 18JKI, and the theory was based on
astral clairvoyance, Col. Lockwood
Mnrsh prefers to regard this reference
to Solomon's airship In the dawn of
civilization as the earliest one.
There are other references to flight
In the Abyssinian sacred writings, and
there is a long description of the miraculous way In which the Queen of
Sheba's son, Menyelek, left Solomon,
journeying to his mother's country.
"No man hauled his wagon, and
whether It was men or horses or mules
or loaded cumels, each was raised
above the ground to the height of a
cubit."
A cubit,
according to the ancient
Egyptians, measured about twenty
Inches, but elsewhere It Is recorded
that over the lied sea they were lifted
up three cubits. It Is further stated :
"And every one traveled In the wagons . . . like an eagle when his
body glldeth above the wind."

w
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record-breakin-

g
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In desperate attempt to frustrate efforts of the French occupunls of the Ruhr, the coul barge shown here was mink
traffic. At the right Is an exclusive picture of Mayor
during the night In the Ruhr canal near Bottrop to halt canal
Bchmid of Dusseldorf as he appeared the third week In the prison to which the French committed him.

class numbers

twelve-year-ol-

d

flyweights who will Inherit several millions of dollars one of these days.
"But they all pack a mean fistful,"

he declares.
New York. The wealthy and fashionable residents of Fifth, Madison and
Park avenues are having their boys
learn to box. About thirty sons of
New York persons prominent socially
attend dally a gymnasium on Madison
avenue, where boxing, wrestling,
fencing, and all sorts of "manly
are taught Fancy
arts of
hearing the well known announcer begin:
"Ladles and gentlemen. In this corner we have Nathaniel Wales Vt,
pounds, ringside,
weighing thirty-nin- e
seven years old, of Common wealth are-nuBoston, and Fifth avenue. New
York city.
"And In this corner we nave Steuart
pounds,
Davis, Jr., weighing forty-on- e
ringside, eight years old, the pride of
Madison avenue, who will meet today
JIu-Jlts-

"

In

a

three-roun-

d

bout

the chlM

for

championship of the four hundred."
The two youngsters were Introduced
In such a bout a few days ago In a
regular roped arena at the gymnasium
with a dozen or more mothers and
fathers present.

Too Much Success Spoils This Husband
YORK. There's no room
the lap of luxury for
avers
tranquillity,
Mrs. Sally White, whose
twenty-siyears Include five of marital
Joy and sorrow.
Mrs. White is suing her husband,
Abraham White, for separation,
nnnunl alimony and $15,000 attorney fees.
"We used to get along tol'ably well
on $50 a week," Mrs. White charges.
"In fact, we were much happier then
than now.
"Ever jlnce we have been sitting In
the lap of luxury I have been paying
the highest price a woman can pay.
The best years of my life I have spent
In misery and fear."
She charges her husband became
subject to moods following his phenomenal business success and would un-- ;
mercifully beat her lind then try to
appease her with valuable gifts.
She says her husband is a Russian
and can't quite get the Idea of "when
In America do ns the Americans do."
She snys he tried to subjugate her to

NEW
x

$36,-00- 0

the plane of Russian women.
In asking for $30,000 yearly alimony
and $15,000 counsel fees, Mrs. White
mentioned the following expenditures
of her husband as proof of his ability
to pay the alimony she asks :
Eleven thousand dollars spent on
six weeks' visit to Europe in 1922.
One thousand four hundred dollars
paid for cabin on Aquitaula.
In 1921 bought especially built aut
for $13,000.
Lost $25,000 on races In 1922.
In past four years has lost $100,000
In Wall Btreet.
Spends $15,000 yearly for clothes for
Mrs. White and self.
Has lost $25,000 In past two years
playing dice.
Tips caddies $5 after each round of
'

golf.
Allows

her $200 a week for table
expenses.
But all this pretense at good living,
Mrs. White declared, means nothing
to her If she cannot have domestic
tranqufllty.

"Down With the. Unsightly Billboard!"
FALLS, N. Y. Tax the paign. Letters have been sent to
women, all members of Important
of billboards by the
inch, was the slogan clubs and organizations throughout the
with which Joseph Pennell state, and many of these women will
l.qnnrherv n recent Attack HirninHt the help in the work. Officers of automolurid advertising which he says niukes bile clubs have agreed to use their Inthe American people the laughing fluence with big advertisers and with
club members toward meeting the destock of the world.
"That is what Is done In France," mands of public opinion. Meetings are
continued Mr. Pennell. lone an earnest planned and a strenuous crusade to
worker against the billboard, which he clear the state highways of unsightly
charges hns all but ruined the Dcanty advertisements.
How heavy the tax proposed by Mr.
spots nf this country. "In France merchants cannot afford to advertise this Pennell should be or whether It should
nnv. The government collects a tax for he federal, state or county were matevery square Inch nf space rented out ters he said must be decided. But Mr.
to the
vanuais wno go Pennell added that the tax, to be effecnronnil riehnuchlnir the landscape with tive In doing away with the billboards,
would have to be a stiff one.
their cheap posters and glue pots."
Mr. Pennell deemed Important the
The latest recruits to tne
army in America are the women action taken by local women's clubs,
of Glens Falls, who are doing what the civic societies and automobile associaivninpn in the suburbs of Philadelphia tions In different parts of the country
"Out In Colorado they have pnt
did when they started to free that dis
trict of obnoxious signs. They have through a law to stop signboards, after
of local mer a visitor had said: 'You have two
nhtnlned the
chants, who have agreed to give up bill- - things in Colorado, silver and scenery,
bonrd advertising. Ana tne movement but you have painted your scenery with
cam patent medicine."
bids fair to become a state-wid- e

360,-00- 0
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Little Willie's

How Germans Try to Frustrate the French

i.

nose Is
blot on the
CHICAGO- only
of many a Gold
Their sons
Coast family.
have taken up boxing. His sire may
wear spats and his mother may carry
a lorgnette, but if he's a really modern
Chicago society man he'll spend at
least an hour a day with the gloves.
And he'll smenr his classic profile with
blood, real and red. For the city's
young boxers scorn the "gentleman's
reducing exercises."
Pity the poor pugilist. The gentleman In the morning coat and the gardenia has driven the "pug" out of his
haunts and forced him to seek the
tea dance which his socially prominent brother has deserted for the
roped arena.
"The 'pros,' sure, they can ctfme up
here between 2 and 4 In the afternoon," explains the manager of a noted
gymnasium, "but the rest of the time
we want the place clear for that other
gang, the business men. They're the
guys that come regular. And they don't
want violet perfumed gloves, either.
They're tough eggs. And they can take
a knockout Just like a 'champeen.'"
"Renny" Yanger, boxing director at
the Chicago Athletic club reports a
attendance at his polite prize fighting lessons. His Junior
bloody

Night

in an Ice Box

N. J. The janitor oi and seek and that be had crawled Into
lodge rooms here the icebox to hide and that while there
CAMDEN,
In the back yard another hoy dropped the hook on the
of the establishment when he outside and ran away.
Willie did not worry for some time,
heard cries coming from an Ice box
It was a boy's voice because he thought the other boy was
In the ynrd.
shouting, the voice of a very small only Joking nnd would soon come back
and release him. But the boy did not
boy, and the cries were these:
"Hey, Mister! Let me out. lm come and Willie tried to attract attention by pounding on the door and the
Preezln' !"
The janitor hastily unlocked the walls of the big box. He could make
door.
Into his arms tumbled Willie nobody hear.
Willie said that It oecame terribly
Eltierson. six vears old. crying and al
most exhausted from cold and hunger. cold after he had been In the box a
'
He had been locked In the ice box all short time and that he got terribly
all sorts of horrible
night while policemen, relatives and afraid, because
friends had searched uamuen ana things came creeping out from the corother cities In the belief that- - he had ners and glared with their wicked
eyes. But he recalled that he had al
been kidnaped.
The Innltor fed Willie and let him ways been a good boy and had not
warm himself at the big kitchen ranges played hookey from school for some
of the lodge rooms nnd then took him time, so he figured that they probably
home.
There, after Willie had been would not bother him If he acted
nenin nnd warmed before the Are, brave.
At bedtime Willie's voice was husky
cuddled In his mother's arms, he told
and he had a slight cold, but he said
what had happened.
Ha sold that he and two noys had he felt all right, except that he 'vonij
Into the back yard to play hide always be hungry.

rd

gone
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than you are getting for them, you will
never be able to get more.
All salesmanship that Is worth anything Is based on confidence.
You will find It hard work to con
vince people of anything you do not
believe yourself.
Before you make any effort to raise
your own salary be sure that It ought
to be raised.
Compare yourself with other people
doing the same work for the same

"

them.
Yon will sell your own services for
a higher price If you believe In your
self.
If the merchandise yon offer Is not
worth the price you ask for It, you
can't be sincere In your efforts to dis
pose of it.
And If yon do not absolutely know

wages.

If they are better than you are at
the Job, don't ask for a raise until you
have made yourself better than they
are.
Your hands or your brains are ths
commodity you hava to dispose of.
Hake them Just as efficient, just as
productive as you can.
mat your services are worth more
Discover and eliminate the faults
that keep them from doing their best
Work, study, practice bring yourself
op to a higher point of usefulness.
Then when you begin to talk about
getting more money you will have an
argument.
Believe In yourself thoroughly and
other people will believe In you.
But remember that you cannot sin
WALKER.
Bf F.
cerely believe In yourself unless you
are convinced that you can really produce more than the other men who
THE GREAT HEARTED are
doing the same kind of work.
(
br Joha Blake.)
d
the
can
be
true
ONLY

Something to

Think About
J.

great-hearte-

All along the shadowed ways of life
great-hearte- d
are constantly sending out sunlight and cheer, which humans of Inferior natures can never
know or bestow.
To do good, without having their motives suspected. Is their grand Inten
tion. They seek no prajse.
They move about with the quiet of
summer breezes, leaving In their trail
the delicious scent of gardens and the
peace of tranquil skies.
In the happluess they give to others,
they find a gratification rich beyond
If but once In your life you
price.
should1 be fortunate enough to meet a

A

the

I

Simple Lines Feature tlje New
UU

TX7HAT

BLAKE

TX7HETHER you are taking orders
for threshing machines or life
insurance, or drawing a salary of ten
dollars a week, you are a salesman.
In tbe first Instance you are selling
somebody else's product. In tbe last
you are soiling your own.
Ton will sell threshing machines or
life Insurance faster if you know
something about them, and believe In

In Linen Frocks

TOrVTEisr

Uncommon
SALESMANSHIP

NEW MEXICO

ADVOCATE, RESERVE,

dies?
Most certalnlv, th.
pine
Will never die descendants brave
Maintain the old majestic line
- The very oak above the
grave

Speaks Nature's continuity.
What dies? Not, certainly, ths tree.

'OP

WOmen'S

SUm

mer Wear.
Various style types are shown In
linen dresses for midsummer occasions,
and although the general outline of
these frocks is simplicity Itself, a gen-

erous selection of numbers are disThe bud, the rose, the tinctive because of their trimming.
seed,
Drawn work, yarn embroidery, silk
Each has its time and has) Its torn.
embroidery and linen stitcherles are
One needs his garden but to read
alternately used on these dresses.
Of life's eternity to learn.
Stitched embroidery of oriental ef
That every springtime will disclose.
fect Is extensively used on models of
What dies? Not, certainly, the rose.
tailored street appearance and fine
silk embroidery trims the daintier
What dies? Tbe sun will fade, the afternoon frocks of linen. Yarn em
stars
broidery is most effective and drawn
Come out, and then the stars will work reflects the
popularity for any
fade
thing
Eponge Is another
But still the midnight has Its Mars,
wash material used in the developing
The day wUi have Its light and of tailored frocks, and some printed
shade.
patterns are to be found in this group.
The sun again when night la done.
xne kerchief mode, which has so far
been confined to silk expression, la
What dies? Not, certainly, the sun.
Incorporated In the new trimming
treatments. Some very trim gingham
What dies? Tbe river finds the sea.
The sea the sky, the iky the hill
dresses have large organdie collars in
The hill shall give us presently
kerchief effect and It gives an entireThe river from the mountain rill,
ly new appearance to this crisp fabric.
which is generally fluted. Flocked
With star and sun again to gleam.
What dies? Not, certainly, the stream. voiles seem to summarise the prac
tical needs of cool wash dresses, and
What dies? Shall only one thing dial
following the styles of smart summer
skirts many of them are made with
God's mud In human minds
long girdled bodices and
pressed?
Shall tree and rose live on, and I
Expire, this spark within my breast?
Is death the end of all the plan?
What dies? Not, certainly, the man !
What dies?

hand-mad-

knlfe-pialte- d

(

br MoClure Newepeper Syndloata)
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Charmingly Simple la
Thi$ Frock of Taffeta

man or woman, the remembrance of It will linger In your
mind until the end of your days.
Great hearts often dwell In lowly

This winsome little frock, a Pra
Is of gray taffeta, set off by
Dutch collar and ouffs of white or.
Dandle and a necktie, skirt band and
glrdls of black satin.
model,

like a fabric, a beautiful brocade as rt
were, so cleverly Is the pattern thrown
to the surface.
Most of the new motor wraps am
In the form of big knitted capes. It
has gotten to tbe point on the Ri
viera that a woman is really not
smartly dressed for Informal Jay occasions and for
sports un
less the garment she wears Is knitted.
Half of the popularity of this style Is
owing to the fact that It packs so
easily and Is always ready to wear and
the other BO per cent Is represented!
In its beautiful colorings. Women dan
to wear bright yellow, bright coral.
cerise and green garments fashioned1
by the needle and the hook who "vould
not presnme to wear the same color In
a woven fabric.

great-hearte- d

places.

Many Nice Things for
the Summer Wardrobe

'

Sometimes they are found in frail
bodies, poorly clad, but there Is about
them a radiancy of spirit brighter than
a thousand stars and clear as the
beaming of the noonday sun.
Great hearts blow to flame the spark
that blazes with love; they espouse
Truth and Mercy ; they sing from morn
till night of kindness and good will,
when their days are lonely and their
tables are bare.
They are neither silent nor neglectful when the ill and the discouraged
need succor or sympathy.
Meek or lowly, they are the ministering angels from heaven, carrying to the
sorrowing "good tidings of .great Joy."
From idle slumbers they call youth
and point the way to honor and fame ;
from the valley of gloom they bid the
despondent to look up to the glorious
heavens ; from the mire of sin they lift
np the fallen, seeking no reward but
the Joy that is theirs from doing good.
They sin as we all sin, but unlike
most of us, they are charitable towards
all mankind, prayerful, watchful, faithful.
When the chimes In the belfry chant

It Is evident that there will be any
number of beautiful but Inexpensive
fabrics from which women may choose
their summer wardrobes, notes a
fashion authority. The only difficulty
Is In avoiding the eccentric, for designers, both French and American, In
their constant struggle for something
new, have often been led Into extreme
and trying effects. But If a woman
has taste she can, from the great
quantity of new things shown, be sure
of possessing becoming frocks and
s
Worn Over Foulard Frock flattering hats. So It is worth while
In Scarlet and Black, Frilled with
spending time searching for the beat
White Organdie.
from among these new things.

Coat-Dres-

three-piec-

their evening hymns, no souls on earth
are more serenely peaceful than the
when at the setting sun
of their life the streams of light grow
dim In the golden west, and the som
ber shadows fall all about them, no
souls on earth are happier than tbey,
or more eager to go.

PHEW1

great-hearte-

by

McClurt

Newipir

Syndicate.)

ttlother's Cook
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the farmers

b

O
Smallest of the Great Lakes.
bake Ontario Is the smallest and
most easterly of the five Great Lakes
in North America, its maximum depth
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do

do with the tomatoes they raise?
Second Tomato
They eat all they
can, and can ail they can't

1

t"t

butter-- Se
heat
o
and said: "How perfect! 'Tie like heaven." ed crackers.
France lost 10 per cent of Its popu
But-- ls
heaven like thief Or do the dead
Tomato Rarebit.
lation In the war.
sate out upon heaven an I upon the
Heat one tablespoonful of butter with
O
wona, ana say: "How
'Tie
like heaven! Alwaya andperfeot!"
reach-big
a
small
always
grated onion, add
on and on, beyond perfection that Is
of dry mustard, six drops of
no longer perfection, to that perfection
which,
too, endi doubt?" Annie tMke tabasco sauce and a cupful of tomaGreenwood.
to soup.
Cook well together, then
add one cupful of grated cheese and
RECIPES FOR RAREBITS
stir until melted, then fold in two
eggs ; when creamy pour
T3AKEB1TS are not especially easy over
toast.
of digestion, should not be served
to the children, and like souffle must be
Baked Bean Rarebit
se'ved at once when prepared.
Melt one tablespoonful of butter,
add one cupful of cheese and one cupful of milk; when the cheese Is meltNut Rarebit
ed add one cupful of mashed baked
Take one and
cupfuls of
one beaten egg, mustard, salt
milk, beat in a double boiler, then add beans,
Pour over hot
one cupful of cheese and stir un- and cayenne to taste.
til melted. Add a few dashes of cay- toast.
enne, one-hateospoonful of Worcestershire sauce, a beaten egg and let
cook for five minutes at low temper1123. Wflitern Newspaper Unluu.)
Add
ature.
of a cupful
o
of chopped olives,
cupful of
Stray Bits of Wisdom.
Childhood Is like a mirror which re
chopped walnuts. If cream cheese Is
used, no butter is needed, but cheese flects In after-lifthe Images' first prenot so rich should have a tablespoon- - sented to it. Samuel Smiles.
I
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Long Veils.
New veils from Paris come hi prodigious lengths. One In the modish
all-ovvermicelli pattern is nearly
three yards long. These veils fall In
lengths from the sides or back

Latest Paris Fashion

long
of the hat. Sometimes they are
wound about the neck and fall In a
long strenmer over the left shoulder
In fact, the mode of adjusting tbe
veil Is merely a matter of Individual
fancy.

The Riviera, writes a Paris fashion
observer, Is having a big craze for
knitted goods, knitted suits, blouses
and sweaters In combination of wool
and silk and in
These are
both
and machine-made- .
In
some of the latter the patterns lotik

Quantities of georgette and taffeta
are being used In spring millinery.
Often they are made Into trl corns or
very plain little hats, whose only decoration Is a lace veil artistically
draped.

The Knitted Cape Is
First Tomato What

iBaiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiyifliiiaiimiiaiimiiiHiaaiii

skirts. The very fact that the major
Ity of them are brown and dark blue
means that they will require few
washings In a season.
Ono of the very good
wash dresses is made of an ecru
eponge with bodice of fine tucked
voile.
The double tiered skirt and
similar style features are to be noted.

all-sil-

hand-mad-

Broad-Brimme-

e

d

Spring Millinery.

Chapeau for the Larger Women

There are rumors In millinery cir face. Now, with the bat of large brim
cles to the effect that the broad bat Is It Is different
That Is Just naturally
coming In again. We have clung so adapted to larger proportions and lines,
It can be posed upon the head and it
persistently to the little tightly-QttIn- g
affairs that there Is no doubt we would will look right at once. There need
welcome a change. Large hats are be no fussing about It.
The broad-brimme- d
hats of this seaclumsy to get about in and hard to
keep In perfect shape, but then they son are made of rather transparent
have the advantage of being pictur- stuffs. Often the straw braids are so
esque and of forming frames for the filmy in character that the hair and
faces under them that add an sons its dressed waves show through the
crown almost as though there were,
of charm and good looks.
Broad-brimme- d
hats are best for the no covering imposed. The crowns an
larger women. They conlorm to tneir round and simple, quite fitting tn
Their lines fit In shaping of the bead. Then the brims
bigness In build.
with the lines of the clothes that such are flopping with wires only around
The trimmings are
women must wear, and the spreading their outer edges.
shapes do everything that Is pleasant flowers or ribbons or silk or velvet or
by way of throwing the countenances they are embroidered designs, but they
and the figures underneath them Into are always put on with the utmost
the proportions that they should
simplicity and arranged to show their
own decorative effect
If a wuninn has a large face the
In Silver or Gold.
little, draped turban hat does not
The bandannr. kerchief ha become
suit her at all. If she will wear a
suiull hut It ronst be built to order to so popular it is even Invading the ballassume the measurements that will room, and is seen in gold or stiver
111
llio licit'l mid properly top off the brocade, tied in .. careless knot.
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lad
George Mackie, the
was accidentally shot near his
home on the Johnson Mesa In Colfax
Washington, D. 0.
county, died at the Miners' hospital.
In spite of the recent cold snap all
Cotton.
DEFENDS PLAN LEGAL over Otero county, there Is at the pres
Bpot cotton prlcoa advanced 44 points
York May
auring the week. New 108
ent time every Indication that there
future contractu advanced
points.
will be a big fruit crop this season.
.Spot cotton cloned at 27.66c pur pound;
New York May futures at 28.13c.
The new brickyard at Farmlngton
AMERY
COL.
LIEUT.
PROPOSES
Dairy Product.
Is now under way and the officials In
92
New
score
butter:
TO DEVELOP SINGAPORE INTO
Closing prices,
York 42c, Philadelphia 41 He. Boston
charge plan on making over one mil4 2c. Chicago 40c.
STRONG NAVAL BASE
lion bricks before the end of the year.
Prices at Wisconsin primary cheese
The body of a man which has been
markets: Flats 2Hc, twins 20Ho,
daisies 21c, double daisies 20 c, young
Identified aa Noah Iloblnson, uee 25
Americas 21ftc, lonnborns 210, square
Real Compliment.
London.
Some Squad.
"Command of all seas," years, was found In a auon near Bed- prints il.e.
Miss Catherine Wendell, the New
was the Ideal set forth by the first T0C By jamos Burns, a ranchman,
First Coach Why, I thought you
Hay.
st
lord of the British admiralty, Lieuten- - while hunting horses.
No. 1 timothy, New York $2.80,
said if your football team became Tork heiress who married Lord
Philadelphia (23, Pittsburgh $21. Cin- ant Colonel Amery, in the House of
er, heir to the earl of Carnarvon,
An automobile stolen from Mrs. W. vegetarians they would win all their
cinnati J 20, Minneapolis $17, Chicago
123, St.
Louis 123.50, Kansas City Commons, In his defense of the gov
games. How do you account for those is very pretty. Once, on meeting her.
recov120.25.
No. 1 alfalfa. Kansas City $27, ernment proposals to develop Slnga F. Mailor of Denver bag been
a little girl looked In silence into Iter
they lost?
and
women
1
ered
Murclal.
at
San
Two
Memphis $32. No. Prairie, Kansas City
Second Coach Why, the opposing wonderfully clear and brilliant eyasj
pore Into a strong naval base,
118.50, Minneapolis
$16.
one man in the party in the automobile
said :
Feed.
"We do not possess such command,
were arrested and three men escaped. team threw garden bugs on my men and then
"Are your eyes new ones?"
Bran $28, middlings $28.76, rye midbecame afraid.
and
he
continued. "No
they
Monlco Martinez, who escaped from
dlings $27.60. flour middlings $31, power run afford
indefinitely to be de the hog pens at the penitentiary three
Minneapolis; white hominy feed, $31.50
I
St. Louis, $32 Chicago; 36 per cent pendent on another power for its se
months ago, has been caught at Silver
cottonseed meal, $39.50 Memphis, $41
even its existence."
to
Atlanta; 32 per cent Unseed meal, $43 curity and
Warden
to
word
City, according
Minneapolis, $43 Huffalo: gluten feed
This pronouncement by the first John B. McManus, and will be brought
$35.66 Chicago.
motion by George back In a few
lord
a
followed
days.
Grain.
Lambert, formerly a civil lord of the
Closing prices In Chicago cash marThe new high school building, at Las
ket: No. 2 red winter wlieat, $1.32; admiralty, to reduce the naval vote
No. 2 hard winter wheat, $1.26; No. 2
Vegas, which was recently completed,
mixed corn, 81c: No. 2 yellow corn, 82c; as a protest of the expenditure neces has been thrown open to the public
to
naval
No. 3 white oats, 46c.
base at and
sary
complete the
your local dealer to
large crowds inspected the new
No. 2 mixed Singapore, which was defeated, 253 to
Average farm prices:
a practical decIn
of
one
the finest
structure which is
corn In central Iowa, 69c; No. 1 dark 94.
northern wheat In central North Dastate.'
the
entire
If
are unable to
orator.
you
kota, $1.08; No. 2 hard winter wheat
Vurious Labor and Liberal members
In central Kansas, $1.07.
in the vicinity
do the work
of Des
one
Sheepmen
can
secure
you
of
the
scheme, Moines are
Closing future prloes: Chicago May Strongly disapproved
forward to a good
looking
and
In
the course of the debate, both
stenciling
wheat, $1.2814: Chicago May corn, 79c; and
yourself, tinting
as there is every Indication that
Minneapolis May wheat, $1.24; Kanthe United States and .lupun were re year
ynur walls to give beautiful results.
$1.16 tt.
sas City May wheat,
season will be a good one.
the
lambing
ferred to frequently. Mr. Lambert in Wool
has recently been" sold for 42
Live Mock nnd Meats.
tl in a ted that the scheme might be an
'
'
cents per pound." ',
Chicago prices:
Hogs, top, $8.30;
bulk of sales, $7.70 to $8.15; medium attempt to get behind the Washington
Mr.
and
Mountain View, home of
and good beuf steers, $8 to $9.76; treaty.
butcher cows and helfera. $4.50 to
and during the time
lie characterized the scheme aa MrsOtho Alien,
$9.76; feeder steers, $5.76 to $8.26; light
Instead of Kahomine or Wall Papa
and medium weight veal calves, $8 to "absolute madness." leaving vulner that Tyrone was in operation, one of
$10; fat lambs, $9.75 to $15; yearlings,
resorts
in this section or tue
nnest
the
Alabasu'ne is a dry powder; mixes with
$9.76 to $13.60; fat ewes. $7 to $9.26. able strategic establishments all over
was completely destroyed by
while London
was not state,
Prices good grade meats: Ileef $18.60 the world,
Used on plaster, wall board
cold waters directions on each package.
fire a few days ago.
to $15, veal $14 to $16, lamb $22 to $26, guarded against aircraft attack.
durable
and
wall
White
surfaces.
mutton $16 to $18, light pork loins
and
all
artistic,
Operations will soon be resumed at
$14.40 to $18.50, heavy loins $11.60 to
The Labor members strongly de
tints. Cross and circle printed in red on each package.
well
oil
near
Flats
the
$14.
Ogle
by
parties
nounced the scheme, arguing that It
hauled
Fruits and Vegetables.
SPECIAL STENCIL OFFER
must be directed either against from Oklahoma. Coal is being
aouth Carolina Wakefield cabbage,
of water for the
We will supply cut stencils to any user of Alibastine one stencil
America or Japan, while the speakers to the field and plenty
$1 to $4.50 per barrel crate in city marfor each room requiring not lets than trfo packages, if you will
kets; Alabama flat type, $4.00 to $6.60; for the government pointed out that boilers will be secured from the new
send the large words ALABASTINE cut from the face of the
Texas flat Hutch, $110 per ton In St.
well which has been drilled.
the
the
was
by
import
approved
plan
I.ouls. Florida Spaulding Ruo potatoes
packages over the cross and circle, accompanied by 15c in stamps
The Board of Trade building at Car- mostly $8.60 to $9.50 per barrel, $10 in al conference in 1!)2L
or silver for each stencil desired, covering postage and packing.
Chicago and Detroit, $7 to $7.25 f. o. b.
Write for free booklet, "Nature's Beautiful Tint."
Bolton
financial sec-- ' rlzozo was gutted by fire and nearly
Florida points; eastern round whites
and Maine Ureen Mountains. $2 to $2.60 retary to the admiralty, defending the all the contents will be a total loss.
THE ALABASTINE COMPANY
per 100 pounds; Northern round whites,
still
are
of
The
the
walls
buildiug
$1.20 to $1.26 in Chicago, $1.40 to $2.25 scheme, contended that the Washing
Grand Rapid Michlcaa
1648 Gran Jrilla Annua
is
It
but
that
they
thought
In other markets, $1 to $1.10 at shipton conference made this work In standing
to be rebuilt.
too
unstable
ping points. Texas yellow Uermuda
are
onions, many of ordinary condition, creasingly necessary, because under It
Denver buyers, who huve been In
ranged from $2.60 to $3.50 per standard Great Britain was precluded from de
Works of Blind Compos
Fot
crate in leading cities, $1.65 to $2.10
veloplng further at Hong Kong, and the vicinity of lxrdsburg for the past
1. o. b. cash track at shipping points.
An edition of the works of bUntf
Judge Why did you jump Into the
Forecast of total Uermuda and Creole had not u single dock in Hie Fur East month, are making plans to ship over
British comitosers is issued by the Na
It was none of your affair,
onion production for California, Louison British territory
callable
of re 0,000 head of cattle from the Lords-bur- light?
iana and Texas as reported April 27 is
Prisoner That's true, your hoi.or, tional institute for the Blind. Twenty-- '
placed at 2,074,200 bushels, compared ceiving a capital ship.
yards about the middle of May. but I had to take sides one wav or four pieces have so far been issued,
with 2.34 1, 700 In 1922. Luulsiuna and
Mr. Asquith remarked that what Everything sold will be according to the other. I couldn't take chances on for piano, organ and voice, by 12 comKlondike
strawberries were nearly
crate had enabled the Americans to land in scale weights and the Southern Pa- l
steady at $3.50 In $1.50 per
elng an Innocent bystander. Bosnni posers, the beat known of whom hi
in consuming centers, $2.5K to $2.98 f.
and strike splendid and cific is now putting In a big set of Kvenlng Transcript.
William Wolstenuflluie organist.
o. b., and sold In New York at 40c to France
4Sc quart basis. North Carolina
formidable blows In the concluding scales to bundle the big shipment.
30c to 40c In eastern markets, $7
One of the mysteries of life Is what
It takes times and a good deal of'
lleports from the Estancla valley
crate wagonloads months of the war was that the
lo $8 per
cash to growers: Alabama Klondlkes,
fleets could eonr along the foothills are that wheat and resolution to keep one's eye on "tlf fl ten year-olboy does with the famcrate in a few mand the Atlantic without
$6 to $7 per
any base outs planted early are showing up fine beautiful in life."
ily set of tools.
markets.
such as was now proposed at Singa with a good stand in ail localities.
Some spring wheat is yet being sown
pore.
DK.WKIt 1,1 VF STOCK MAHKGT.
S. I'. Derbyshire,
the and a considerable acreage is being
Cattle.
opposing
Fancy beef steers weighing 1,065 scheme as an Infringement of the prepared for the planting of corn. Food
Jiounda sold for $9.26 to a local packer. spirit
nf the Washington treaty, stuff and beans will also show a good
attractive steers sold for $8.86
and $8.20, also $8.15, by the load. thought It would merely encourage acreage which means that a large acre- Choice cows in small numbers sold at the United
States to follow suit and age wllf be seeded later in the season.
$7.10 and $7. l'arts of loads went for
As there are no pinto beans held over
$6.65 and $6.60. Average quality cows develop Pearl Harbor nnd Honolulu.
suia ror sij.zd. a good many poor cow
Colonel Amery entered into long, de- from last year It Is likely that a high
showed up and brought around $3 ti
will be paid for tills season's
$8.50. Canners and cutters sold for $2 tailed
explanations, traversing the price
to $3. Kales of heifers were made at
crop.
of
whol
field
the
negoWashington
$7.60 and $7.40 by the loud, and these
That Governor Hinkle's admlnlstra
prices ranged on down to $7 for carload tiations, and maintained that the
lots. Ordinary heifers sold for $5.40,
tion shows 01 per cent of Jobs given to
while poor heifers went as low as Washington agreement 3id not
$3.50. The top for the day on calves
any other power developing repeople, as compared
was $13.50. Several sales were made
at $12 and $10.50. and from these quired buses outside the regions de- with 58 per cent under Governor
fined In that agreement; it was clear Mecliem and 03 per cent under Gover
figures down to $5. Hulls sold on
good steady market, with top price at ly understood that Singapore stood nor Larra.olo Is tlie verdict of Attor
X6. with the poor qualities at 1.1 and
$3.60. Feeders and Blockers were fully outside the treaty,
ney David IS. Grant after making a
.Several carloads sold around
steady.
There could be uo suggestion of canvass of the state house und state
$7.76 and $7.65. Carloads also brought
cows sold menace to Japan or any idea that penitentiary positions filled under the
Mocker
$7.66 and
$7.16.
from $3.60 to $6.
Great Britain contemplated dunger present regime. "This Is the result of
Hogs.
from or strained relations with Japan u careful survey," said Grant, "und
180
Eighty-fou- r
hogs
averaging
or any other great power.
If there gives the real facts as to the division
Modern, progressive fanner, being
pounds each went for $7.75. The same
the 'Anglos' and
nrlce was nald for 74 hogs averaging was any such Idea, Britain should not of posts between
alio busbies men, now depend on fast
199 pounds. Klghty-flv- e
hogs weighing proceed so leisurely
people."
cheap motor transportation to save
222 pounds brought $7.70. These prices
time, save products and get the money.
Officials Of the K P. 4 S. W. railranged down to $7.25. which several
traders felt should be Included as the
view
of
Chevrolet
road
visited
with
the
Roy
Superior light Delivery,'
Church Rioters Imprison 400
limit for the bulk of sales and $1.70
with four post body was built espeIn the
Pricts
New Brunswick, N. J. Four hun making many improvements
as the top figure for the bulk. Others
k Flint, Mick
cially for farm needs. It ha the space
gave the bulk as running from $7.40 dred "Holy Boilers" were Imprisoned tracks and equipment at that place.
Roadster ISIS
Superior
for a big load, which it
and
power
be
durwill
wore
at
sows
Other
made
Tacker
steady
to $7.70.
improvements
Tourtn . SIS
Superior
move fast at a very low cost per mile.
$6.26, with stags at $5 and $6.26. Pigs on the upper floor of their Pillur of ing the summer all along the lines of
Superior
Utility
WO
Coop
went for $6.25, which was steady, Fire church at Bound Brook, while the road.
For heavy work, Chevrolet Utility
SiiiImmW SW
Superior
while $6.50 was received for some fat
Truck at only $575, chassis
Sedan . . 860
Superior
the local police with drawn guns, held
Express
Mllford Smith and Frank Bustos of
Pigs.
Superior Llht Detsrar
510
only, offer remarkable value. Fit
ut bay a menacing mob which had Las Vegus were sentenced to serve one
Superior Commercsel
any standard truck body.
Sheep.
Chassis
424
which
a
riot
occurred
77
after
231
gathered
lambs
in
the
after
state
One load of
weighing
Utility Express Tract
reformatory,
year
r STS
while a meeting was In progress. The a hearing before Judge Leahy, charged
Chevrolet Motor Company
pounds sold for $18.90 flat. Quotations
ranged from $14.25 to $14 for choice "Holy Boilers," men and women,
IWi'iiim mf Gtmml Mum Csinai
with stealing several articles from a
DtaUrs
and
Service
at
$18.60
held
lambs
grades, with heavy
Stations Ertrrwkrrw
Detroit, Michigan
to $13.75. Extra heavlea would sell locked themselves in the second story store. Both, the boys are under 16
larger when a crowd, estimated at 500, of years of age.
around $18.26. Demand haa been
days.
than the supply for two or three
SUPERIOR
Work on the new addition to the
Shearing lambs are also in demand at nonmembers precipitated the riot by
prices running from $13.26 to $13.75.
Light Delivery
the services when some of Seaberg hotel haa been started which
stopping
Ewes have been scarce for some time them took
The price
exceptions to a remark will complete the wing that was startand quotations are strong.
the same figure Is made by a church speaker lauding the ed several months ago. This new adof $9 was paid andstock.
quoted for fancy
f.t.i. Flint, IliA.
dition will be 40x30 feet und when
Ku Kliix Klun.
completed will make the last wing In
MT.TAL MARKET.
the court 100 feet deep.
Germans Discuss Offer
Lleut.-Co(Colorado settlemrt prices.)
L. W. 1'runty, for the past
Cuno
For
Berlin.
and
Chancellor
.99
months stationed in Santa Fe as
ten
Hllver, American
.'55
eign Minister von Rosenberg were closSilver, London
Mexico cavalry,
j,ead .
eted with the Reichstag leaders for Instructor of the New
16
.17 Vs
Copper, per lb
bus received orders to report to Wash7.08
four
hours
and
discussed
later
yinc
recently
8.00910.00
to the chief of the militia
Tungsten, per unit
the forthcoming reparations proposals ington
He will leave as soon as bin
with the premiers of the federated successor
arrives, Captain L. A. Sprintiny and Grain.
In
who
cen
are
at
Berlin
the
states,
ton
$24.80
kle, U, S. A.,, now at Fort Ringgold,
Timothy, No. L ton
2,
tral
No.
21.0
government's Invitation,
Timothy,
Texas.
wlio
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LOOK BEFORE LOADING STOCK
Cars May Have Defects That
May Cripple Animals Floor Is
Most Important.

Many

Prepared by the United States Department
01 Agriculture.)
Inspection of 700 arriving cars of
live stock at seven of the large markets by supervisors of the puckers and

administration, United
of Agriculture, has
shown that shippers would do well to
make careful examination of cars be
fore loading them. The railroads main
service
tain satisfactory
at the large niurkets, but not all cars
sent to country shipping points have
moved directly from the terminals. As
a consequence many cars have defects
that may cripple animals, or even cause
their death. Of the cars Inspected In
this investigation seven had holes In
the floor, 91 had projecting nails In the
walls and 88 had cleats that might, and
probably did, cause bad bruises. Eigh
o
cars were without bedding, a
large factor In the safety and comfort
of animals In transit.
No matter who is responsible for the
condition of rtlrs, it Is to the interest
of the shipper always to make an Inspection of his own, and most certainly
it is up to him to see that the right
Frekind of bedding Is provided.
quently partitions are used In stock
cars and, because of this, a careful examination must be made for projecting
nails and cleats that may have been
left when these partitions were removed. The floor Is the most Important part of the car. It should be gone
over thoroughly and any holes patched.
Doors must be In good repair and,
when the cattle or other live stock are
loaded, securely fastened.
n
Last year at one
market 1,700 cattle and more than
hogs were found crippled In cars.
In December more than 1,000 crippled
hogs were received at one of the Eastern markets. These numbers are small
In comparison with total receipts, but
they looked mighty large to the shippers who owned the animals.
Look before you load!
stock

repairing.
to.

Our "Unknown One,"
His battle won,
Bleep well In stately "Place In Sun ;"
Columbia's eon
In Arlington
Is shrined with Lincoln., .Washington.

But, Oh, Oh,

His advent seems a thing apart.

Yet Love each day Is bringing
Glad news. Each mother, In her heart.
"Magnificat" la singing.
Tour little son upon your breast
Is. God's dear child as truly
As Jesus was, when angels blessed
The baby Savior newly.

I

xSf

Iff

7

toss AnxrA jar vis

rest of the story as Kugene Field
told

It:

my good woman," sei
he to the young woman with the baby.
"As I wuz tellln' you afore you must
do sumpln' to keep that child quiet.
It'll never do to keep all these folks
awake like this. They've paid for a
good night's sleep 'nd It's my duty as
a director uv the Han'bul 'nd St. Jo'
to pertest agin' this disturbance.
I've
raised a family of 'leven children, 'nd
I know as well as I know anythlnk
that that child Is hungry. No child
ever cries like that when It Isn't nun.
gry, so I Insist on your .nursln' It and
givln' us peace and quiet."
Then the young woman begun to

n

could know!

HORSES

CARRY

HEAVY

COATS

"Look-a-her-

human heart Is a
The
curious thing, as has been said times
too numerous to mention. Now, here's
By JOHN DICKINSON SHERMAN
"P. D. Gog" In "A Line o' Type or
ELLO, good Americans all,
It's fulr to
Two" from the
regardless of sex, race, assume that he's signature
a little, old, drledup.
class or creed ! Have you
remembered that the sec- highbrow professor:
ond Sunday In May Is Their
sweetness,
Mother's Day? Well, It is, Their simple perfect beauty.
of Mother.
this year, and every year, Somehow reminded Inmetheir
exquisite fraI burled my face
by act of the Congress of
grance
of
the United States
And tenderly caressed their soft petals
sniffle.
The Congress also says: With my cheeks and my lips.
America.
"Law me, sir," sez the young womthen the pent up longing of my
And
"Fly your Flag!" Then put a carheart
"I ain't the baby's mother I'm
an,
nation In your lapel and you have Bedewed the lilacs with
only Jest tendln' it."
Which glistened In the morning sun.
started Mother's Day right.
The colonel got pretty mad then)
.
.
If your mother Is where you can Mother! Oh. Mother ,
his fare got red 'nd bis voice kind uv
love
her
tell
on
D.
"P.
lilacs
you
hands
that
her,
the
Now, suppose
lay
trembled.
her and prove It.
Gog" remembered so fondly bordered
"Where Is Its mother?" sez the
she
door.
kitchen
If
Isn't, telephone her; telegraph the path to a certain
colonel.
"Why Isn't she here, takln'
and
don't
If
next
go
you
If so, it's a fair guess that the
her, write her
care uv this hungry "nd cryln' child
vUli her.
moment he was smiling through bis like she
ought to be?"
And If your mother has gone where tears as he remembered himself, a
In the front car, sir," sez the
"She's
deIf
you
you may some day Join her
youngster, crying
husky,
chokln' up. "She's In
serve It do something that you know out: "Ob, goody! Maw, klu I have a young woman, in
car
a box, dead ; we're
the
front
would please her something worthy drumstick?"
takln' the body 'nd the baby back
of her and of the day.
One of the things that is worrying
home."
the sociologist these days Is the disThe colonel didn't wait for no sec
In
the
cities
of
the
Mother's Pay originated with Miss appearance
ond thought, he Jest reached out his
of
This
an
home.
is
age
Anna Jarrls of Philadelphia, and It
"Young
big bony hand 'nd he sen:
was celebrated by several cities In apartments and of dwellers who get woman, gl' me that baby," sez It so
home.
1910. An act of Congress In 1814 au their meals anywhere except at
quiet 'nd so gentle like that It wus
thorized the President to designate In such a scheme of existence a near- the baby's mother that wuz speak In',
an
by annual proclamation the second by delicatessen shop Is, of course,
The colonel took the baby andand conSunday of May as Mother's Day, and advantage. But, Incidentally
now
maybe you won't believe me
to request the display of the American fidentially, one wishes much for a vo- the colonel held that baby nd rocked it
could do Justice to the In
Flag on government buildings and pri- cabulary that
bis arms 'nd talked to It like It had
emotions aroused by a delicatessen been his own child. And the baby
vate homes.
memories
who
man
has
In
the
Mother's Day Is set apart for spe shop
seemed to know that It lay agin' a
kitchen and of lovln'
cial observance In honor of the home of an
heart, for when it heerd the ol"
used
to
make."
mother
like
and motherhood. Its purpose Is to re- "pies
roan's kind voire an' saw his srailin'
call the memories of mothers who
face 'nd felt the soothln' rockln' of
The Chicago Dally News recently his arms the baby stopped Its grlevln
have gone; to brighten the lives of
.those who remain; to stimulate men, reprinted from Eugene Field's famous and cryln' 'nd cuddled up close to the
women and children to honor home "Column" of September 14, 1888, the colonel's breast 'nd begun to coo and
and parents. It Is tu be observed by story called "Col. Gates, Director." It laflf.
acts of kindness to mother and fa- purports to be told by a passenger
The colonel called the nigger. "Jim,"
In 1867 in the one sleeper of a train sea
ther; by service In churches of all on
he, "yon go ahead 'nd tell the conThe
St.
Jo'."
"Han'bu
pornd
the
carna
white
creeds, and by wearing
to stop the train at the first
ductor
ationemblem of the purity, beauty, ter notified the passengers to be care- farm house. We've got to have some
Col.
as
not
to
Gates,
snore,
ful
love.
Elijah
fidelity and strength of mother
milk for this child some warm milk
There Is a Mother's Day Interna- a director, was aboard. Then a wom- with sugar into It; I hain't raised a
on.
was
There
a
baby got
tional association, with headquarters an with
family of 'leven children for nothln'."
In Philadelphia, which alms to make no bunk for her, but the porter alThe baby didn't cry no more that
the
stove.
back
to
sit
by
men and women realize their Indi- lowed her
; leastwise we didn't hear It If It
night
"to
Col.
cry.
vidual responsibility to right the Then the baby began
did cry. And whnt If we had heard
out of
wrongs of motherhood and childhood ; 'L'Jy Gutes heaved himself
It? Blessed If I don't think that every
In the name of mother to Inspire men his bunk and pompously Informed the last one uv us would have got up to
to carry forward work for the home young woman that she must keep the help tend that lonesome little thing.
which will promote the brotherhood of child quiet. But the child kept on
colonel
man, and to perpetuate and strengthen crying, and a second time the
Recovering.
down the aisle and
family ties by the jstabllshraent and went marching
"Tell me, John, have you read my
observance of the day In all coun- admonished the young woman. But
the baby still cried, and then the new book?"
tries.
"Yes, but I feel a trifle better by
colonel charged down upon the young
now." Copenhagen
Christmas Day be It said In all wwian for the third time. Here's the

If his Mother

tear-pear- ls

-

Klod-Han-

Animals Sweat
Will

Profusely and

Hair

Not Dry Out Shelter
From Cold Rains.

Many horses will carry a heavy coat
of hnlr this spring. Such horses will
sweat profusely and the hair will not
dry out readily. It will be almost
Impossible to clean them properly
when they nre working. They will tire
easily and If not clipped will lose a
lot of flesh In the first few days after
being put to work. Horses that have
been blanketed and well groomed and
those that have been worked steadily
will not have such a long coat of hair.
Idle farm horses are seldom groomed
and there occurs a natural greaslness
that aids In keeping the animal warm.
This also Increases the difficulty of
keeping the animal clean.
Clipping can be done any time during the spring of the year, but preferably Just a few days before the
Even though
spring work begins.
there may occur a few cold days or a
few storms, the horses will suffer no
Inconvenience as they become accustomed to the chnnge due to the clipping In JuRt a few hours. However,
If a hlunket Is available, It can be
used and the horse should be sheltered
from cold rains. The clipping should
take In the entire body and where
any clipping Is done this Is to be
recommended. It, Is not advisable to
clip trace high, taking In the belly.
Horses as a rule do not shed early
enough in the spring to enable them
to work with any comfort.

LIVE STOCK

FACTS

Tlie harm a scrub .hull does lives

after
A

are

1

6th

("hamm.

Koomi 7&c
WJMJNOII, 1Mb A
up. Special rates to permanent sruenU.

yards

Middle-Wester-

reverence In doubtless ill a way a
Mother's Day to every woman. Sings
"Iris" In "From P'llar to Post:"

CO.

orders pmmptly

Mrl.l'l.l.l.-VJ'JBJ.i'IMr- a

States Department

Buglet blow!
Proud the homage we show I

All

Est. 1879.

him.

club hoy and his purebred
not soon parted.

pig

Rnw potatoes make a very satis
factory succulent for breeding ewes.

Thousands of good farmers have
found that a purebred sire pays for
himself In Improving his offspring.
Sheep producers will find that It pays
well, from a market standpoint, to
huve the ewes In strong, vigorous condition at lambing time.
Sunshine prevents the little pigs
from contracting disease because the
sun keeps the pens free from disease
germs, cold and dampness, which are
most deadly enemies of Infant pigs.

PIANOS

Pianos and player pianos of our own
manufacture of every description.
Free exchange privilege. Lowest
prices, reasonable terms. Write for
a catalog;, prices.
TUB 1IAI.IV1
PIANO COMPANY
l:iO Caliroruiu HI.

DYEING
of Clothing

Complete
department for handling
out of town donning and dyeing.

Cleaners and Dyers

The

Model

1317

BROADWAY,

DENVER,

COLO.

BIAIOVUS
1 4,
Jewelry. Diamonds,
watch repairing. 1000 Sixteenth Street.

JOK. 1, ttCII W Alt

Commercial inquiries answered ami
information gladly furnished without
cost. Address any firm above.
STOCKMEN

CO OPERATING

70

KEEP FIRES OUT OF FORESTS
Denver.
Live stock grassing In the
national forests has become, according
to the forest service, a recognized
means of reducing the fire hazard.
This is the result both of the benefi-ciu- i
effect that grazing has In reducing the amount of inflammable vegetation and of the cordluU
and effective help given by ranchmen
in fire protection.
Formerly some range users Imagined
fires benefited forage production, 'but
time lias proven this not to be the case.
The investigation for tlie most purt
showed, even ut that time, that the
danger from this source had either disappeared or was rapidly disappearing,
nnd that. burning was u distinct harm,
und so considered by the majority of
stockmen themselves, instead of a ben
efit to forage conditions.
While the presence of some 23,000
additional persons In the national forests to care for the stock necessarily
Introduces u certain fire hazard, principally through carelessness, this hazard at the present time Is very small
almost negligible. This may be attributed mostly to u change in sentiment on this subject, mid to the grow- ng need und demand for runge. The
grazing privileges have become so val
uable that stockmen cannot afford to
take any chances. Valuable feed is
destroyed by the binning, and the per
manent currying capacity of the range
lessened. In most cases it requires
from one to three years or more for a
range to recover from a severe burn,
and during the interval the amount of
forage produced is much smaller. Vab
uuble weeds seldom recover from se
vere burns until after years, if they
ever do. In the mountains of the West,
It may be confidently stated, therefore,
burning Is not necessary to lmprov.
the range ; it Is an Injury rather than
a benefit i and anything which will d
prlve the stock of feed, even temporarily, results in distinct economic losj
J
to the stockmen.
The live stock forms an Important
means of fire prevention, since In
properly grazed area the rank vegetation of summer is eaten off by them
before the dry seuson converts It Into
a fire trap threatening forests, ranch
i
property and human life.

Railroads Oppose Auto Lines
Denver. Granting of a certificate of
convenience and necessity to the Color
rado Motor Way to run bus lines between .Denver and Colorado Springs,
Pueblo, La Junta, Canon City and
Greeley, nnd between Greeley and Fort
Collins, was opposed by every big railroad in the state at hearings which
took place before the State Public
Utilities Commission,
The railroads,
which include the Santa Fe, Denver &
Rio Grande Western, Burlington, Rock
Island and Colorado & Southern, main
tain that the bus lines constitute competition with them nnd that they are
already maintaining adequate service
between these points. The bus company takes the position that the service they render Is auxiliary to that of
the railroads, and In consequence does
not constitute competition.

THE RESERVE ADVOCATE, RESERVE, NEW MEXICO
STATEMENT OF OWNERSHIP

THE RESERVE ADVOCATE
Entered a

second-clas-

matter at the

s

post-offi-

under set of Congrss of March

at

Reserve,

2, 1879.

Management, Circulation, etc.. Reby the act of Congress of
24, 1912, of The Reserve AdNew Mexico, August
vocate published weekly at Reserve,
New Mexico for April 1, 1923.
State of New Mexico

SUBSCRIPTION RATES:
One

Tear

in Advance.

MAGDALENA MERCANTILE
-- :

COMPANY

-:-

-

The Cash Store

quired

ss.
County of Catron
Before me, a Notary Public In and
for the State and county aforesaid,
.$2.00 personally appeared H. W. Gaunt, who
having been duly sworn according to
law, deposes and says that he is the
owner of the Reserve Advocate and
that the following is, to the best of
his knowledge and belief, a true
statement of the ownership, management etc., of the aforesaid publication
for the date shown in the above caption, required by the Act of August
In section 443,
24, 1912, embodied
Postal Laws and regulations printed
on the reverse of this form, to wit:
1. That the names and addresses of
the publisher, editor, managing editor
and business manager is: Publisher,

Magdalena Publishing

Co.,

New Mexico.

Magdalena,

That the owner is, H. W. Gaunt,
Reserve, New Mexico.
3. That
the known bondholders,
mortgages, and other security holders
owning or holding 1 per cent or more
of total amount of bonds, mortgages,
or other securities are none.
H. W. Gaunt
Sworn to and subscribed before me
this 28th day of April 1923.
T. C. Turk,
(Seal)
Notary Public
My commission expires March 14, 1925.

When in Need
Of anything in the line of

General Merchandise
GIVE US A TRIAL

T.C. TURK, Reserve, N.M.

2.

GROCERIES,

DRY GOODS, BOOTS AND SHOES,

HARDWARE, TINWARE, FARM IMPLEMENTS

MEAT MARKET
ft

FILLING STATION

GASOLINE

Mail Orders Solicited and Promptly Filled
NEW MEXICO

MAGDALENA,

NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Las Cruces, New Mexico,
April 14, 1923.
Notice is hereby given that Robert
M. Balke, of Alma, N.
M
who on
March 23, 1918 made homestead entry
No. 017380, for Homestead Entry Survey No. 416, in Section 30, Township
10 8., Range 20 W N. ,M P. Meridian
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
containing 143.00 acres, has filed notice of Intention to make, final three
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land year proof to establish claim to the
Office at Las Cruces, New Mexico,
before J. F.
land above described,
April 14, 1923.
S. Commissioner, at Buck- Notice is hereby given that Wiley Shields, U,
horn, N. .M on the 5th day of June
Morgan, of Alma, N. M., who on June 1923.
20, 1916 made homestead entry, No.
Claimant names as witnesses:
013623 for Homestead Entry Survey
Fred Balke, Robert Burns, Joe Day
No. 417, Tracts A and B, in Section SO,
and Wiley Morgan, all of Alma, New
Township 10 S., Range 20 W., N. M. P. Mexico.
Meridian, containing 154.67 acres, has
Nemecia Ascarate,
filed notice of intention to make final
Register.
three year proof, to establish claim to
the land above described, before J. F.

NOTICE

I

FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Las Cruces, New Mexico
April 9, 1923.
Notice Is hereby given that Luther
C. Trammell, of Springerville, Arizona
who on April 2, 1923, made homestead
Secentry No. 024386 for Wtt; SE
tion 22; NEVi, Section 27 Township
2 S., Range 21 W N. M. P. Meridian
haa filed notice of Intention to make
final three year proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, before, D. B. Baca, U. S. Commissioner,
at Quemado, New Mexico on the 26tn
day of May, 1923.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Rulon LeSueur, of Eager, Arizona,
J. .1 Davis, of Springerville, Ariz,
Frank Crackle, of Springerville, Ariz.,
and Jim Mills, of Springerville, Ariz.
Nemecia Ascarate,
Regster.

Shields, IT. S. Commissioner, at Buck-horN. M., on the 5th day of June
1923.

Reserve Mercantile Co.

Claimant nameB as witnesses:
Fred Balke, Robert Burns, Joe Day
and Robert Balke, all of Alma, New
Mexico.
Nemecla Ascarate,
Register.
List

Hamilton Brown Shoes
New Stock Ladies' Oxfords
shoes

Endicott-Johnso- n

Creamery butter
Fresh cheese
Honeydew mellons

Silk and wool hose

Outing flannels
Sweaters

and

Other perishable goods

Winter clothing

MAIL ORDERS GIVEN PROMPT ATTENTION

The

RESTORATION
TO ENTRY OF
LANDS IN NATIONAL FORE8T8
Notice Is hereby given that the lands
122.60
described below, embracing

acres, within the Datil National For
es, New Mexico will be subject to
settlement and entry under the pro
visions of the homestead laws of the
United States and the act of June 11,
1906 (34 Stat., 233,)
at the United
States land office at Las Cruces. New
Mexico on August 22, 1923, by any
qualified person, except that for
period of 90 days prior to satd date,
the land will be subject to a preference
men of the War
right of
with Germany. Such
men,
in order to avail themeslves of their
preference rights, must file their ap
plications on or after May 8, 1923, but
prior to August 22, 1923. All such ap
plications filed on or after May 3, 1923
but prior to May 23, 1923 will be treat
ed as simultaneously filed at 9 a. m. on
May 23, 1923. All such applications
filed on or after May 23, 1923 but prior
to August 22, 1923 will be treated in
the order in which filed. Applications may be filed by the general pub'
lie within 20 days prior to August 22,
1923 and will be treated
as simultaneously filed at 9 a. m. on August
SE
22, 1923. SH Shi NEH, SE
NW, NE4 SEtf, NV4 NW SE,
NE4 SEK NW4 SEK, NE NEK
SWK, Sec. 36; T. 5 S., R. 18 W., N,
M. P. M.,
containing 122.50 acres.
Listed without applicant. List

YOUR

PROTECTION

YOU NOT ONLY PROTECT YOUR

savings, but you get paid for doing so when you have

a savings account at this bank.
Money that's idle means money wasted.
your saving

to work and watch the interest grow. We

watch both

the pricipal and interest for

lieve you of

all the banking worries.

D. K. Parrott,

Commissioner
the General Land Office.

Socorro State

Subscribe for the Advocate.

PUBLIC SALE
We have purchased 122,000 pair U.

N. M.

8. Army M union last
to 12, which was the
stock of

sho,

sizes

entire

one of the

largest
Government shoe contractors.
This shoe is guaranteed on

HONESTY

5'i

surplus

COURTESY

SERVICE

THE
RESERVE STATE BANK

U. 8.

hundred

percent solid leather, oolor dark tan,

The Bank of Personal Service

bellows tongue, dirt and waterproof.
The actual value of this shoe i $6.00.
Owing to this tremendous buy we can

offer same to the publio it $2.95.
Send correct size. Pay postman on
delivery or tend money order.
RESOURCES

OYER

$500,000.

re-

of

SAFETY

Socorro,

you and

March 20, 1923.

Acting Assistant

Bank

Put

If shoe

are not as represented we will cheer
fully refund your money promptly up-

The Reserve Garage
General Repairing,
Oxy-Acetyle- ne

Gas, Oils, Accessories and Supplies
Compare our prices with others
EVERY JOB GUARANTEED

on request.
NATIONAL
296

tf

Lathe Work
Welding

Phone No. 3.
BAT STATE SHOE CO.

Broadway, New Tork, N. T.

A

.G. HILL, Manager

